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Dear Home Secretary.

Police Integrity Review

Following your oral statement to Parliament about the Metropolitan Police Servir», you 
commissioned HMIC on 20 July to txrnsider instances of undue influence, inappropriate contractual 
arrangranents and other abuses of power in police relationships with the media and other parties, 
and to make recommendations. 1 am pleased to send you the report of that review which was 
conducted by HMl Roger Baker.

The issues that give rise to your concerns, as echoed in Parliament, the media and by the public 
more generally, strike at the heart of trust in the police. However, we did not find that comjption 
arising from inappropriate relationships or conflicts of interest are endemic in policing. But we did 
find that corruption in all its forms is of concern to a third of the public and that the police, 
supported by the Home Office, could do more to prevent conflicts of interest, real or p^ceived, 
from arising. Perceptions matter greatly due to the importance of police impartiality to the public.

Our review forms one part of a virlder ccmsideratlon of integrity, corruption and police relationships 
with the media and others which includes work by the IPCC whose final report on corruption in the 
Police Service in England is due later this year, and Lord Justice Leveson’s inquiry itself.

In carrying out our review we have been careful not to cut across or pre-empt sudi other work, but 
have sought to pull out key recommendations and considerations that can be acted upon now 
while also looking to the future and the arrival of Police and Crime Commissioners. In so doing we 
have been careful not to recommend a plethora of new guidance or bureaucracy.

We make four main tecommendatlons covering the need for robust systems to better manage 
risks; the need for dear boundaries and thresholds across a number of areas which should be 
consistent and Service-wid  ̂ the need for training ojurses to indude input on integrity and anti
corruption; and toe desirability of an assessment of all t h ^  matters being conducted next October 
to inform incoming PCCs and PCPs.
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You Will not be surprised to see that we also highlight the importance of senior leaders in the 
Service leading by example through the values they espouse and the behaviours they exhibit. It Is 
reassuring that in discussing our ©oerging findings with senior leaders we found an acceptance 
that more could be done and a willingness to respond.

Yours sincerely,

Sir Denis O'Connor
Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Constabulary

CC. Rt Hon Nick Herbert MP, 
Stephen Kershaw. 
Stephen Rimmer.
Gareth Redmond.

Miv Elimelech.

End.
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Letter from Home Secretary

H o m e  O ff ic e

home secretary
2  Mwshom sureot, LonttoO ACT

mwwr.honwo'ftleê pv.tik

©th Floor
Globe House
89 Ecdteston Square
U>r»don
SW1V 1PN

POUOE INTeSRITY

In my Oral ^ iS S e ^ S S ^ S r t^ h o n e h fir tS s

sefvice- ^

consider Instances ^  oower hi police relationships with the

needs to be done.

proceedings that may be taking place.
, wouRi» . «-»» cou« b e  cornpteW b, 0^ »«i »< 0«0M^.

RtHon Theresa Wtay MP

HMIC (2011) A review of poUce relationships
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Executive summary

This year’s extensive scrutiny of how Itie police handled the phone hacking 
affeir has understandably led to concerns about police integrity and 
corruption. Police checking systems and processes have identified a small 
number of other high profile cases involving altegattons of inappropriate police 
relationships -  some involving senior officers. These cases either have or are 
being dealt with properly, but amplify concerns about police corruption and have 
the potential to undermine public trust in tiie Service.

The subject of police integrity has receive wide coverage recently but HMIC 
did not underteke this review with any preconception of the likeiy findings. 
Rather, we have been guided by the evidence available to us and have 
assessed it carefully b ^ re  owning to our conclusions and making our 
recommendations.

As part of the review we asked the public about the extent and nature of police 
Int^rity and corruption. The majorify do not think corruption is common and 
trust the police to tell tiie truth. However, about a third of those surveyed ttrink 
there Is some problem witfi wrruption. The public also told us teat ttiey 
associate integrity witfi being treated fairly; the Service must, therefore, be 
absolutely transparent in not only being  fair but also in being seen to be fair.

Concerns that inappropriate police relationships represented endemic failings in 
police integrity are not borne out by the evidence available to HMIC. However, 
this review does not give the Police Service a clean bill of health. We found few 
forces and authorities had these issues on their radar. In addition, 
understanding of boundartes, checking mechanisms, governance and oversight 
in police relationships with others (Induding ttie media) varies hugely across ttie 
Service.

Our benchmarking exercise suggests that few organisations have resofved 
these issues well for tiie modem world (in terms of managing controte around 
integrity issues). Howrever, the PoK<» Service needs to do so in order to 
safeguard their impartialily and, as importantfy, the perception of Impartiality. 
HMIC Is concerned tiiat the lack of controls In some areas, which are not 
always considered by the police as ‘corruption’, can allow a slippery slope to 
develop in relationships virhich leave forc^ and authorities unsighted and 
vulnerable to significant risk. One such risk area is the potential for misuse of 
o>rix)rate credit cards (of which tfiere are 2,700 in circulation, as well as those 
ovmed by ttie MPS): the public rightly expe<^ the Service to make best use of 
the public money it receives, and to put effet̂ ve controls in place to ensure it is 
spent appropriately and tiiat maximum value fe derived from it (espedatly in a 
period of austerity).

Other examples of risk areas include the lade of clarfiy around the acceptance 
of gifts and hTCpitality. and the tax and other legal implications of police officers 
and staff having second jobs or other business interests.

HMIC (2011) A r»v)«w Of potieo reMfonshlpo
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HMIC therefore recommends that

• Forces and authorities institute robust systems to ensure risks 
arising from relationships, information disclosure, gratuities, 
hospitailiy, contracting and secondary employment are identi^d, 
monitored and mana^Kd. They should ideally do so on the basis of 
national standards and expectations -  there are no demogr^hic 
variables when it com^ to integr% and there should not be tocal 
differences in standards. This area of work on national standards should 
be encouraged by the Home Office and promoted by leaders In toe 
Service locally.

• There should be clear boundaries and thresholds in r^ation to 
these matters. Such limits should be consistent and Service wide. 
This in effect means Identifying a dear message for staff on these issues 
as to what is acceptable, what is unacceptable and what areas of 
vulnerability to avoid. ACPO shouW lead this work in partnership with 
other staff assodations and those involved In police governance.

• Training courses should include appropriate input in relation to 
integrity and anti-corruption, in particular, given the importance of 
leadership (which runs through this review), the Strs^gic 
Command Course in January 2012 should enccmipass these issues. 
Chief Constables should review how much effort is being but into briefing 
their staff on the standards as to what is acceptable, unacceptable and 
on the areas of potential vulnerability.

•  An ass^sment relating to these matters should be conducted  ̂by 
HMIC by October 2012 to inform incoming Pc îce and Crime 
Commissioners and Police and Crime Panels.

A key tador in meeting toe challenges to police integrity lies in the quality of toe 
leaders of the Service: not only in ensuring that systems and processes are in 
place and work effectively to provide appropriate checks and balances, but 
importantly In toe ejrample toey set through their own behaviours in reinforcing 
high standards of conduct, thus promoting integrity.

The Service cannot afford to be complacent and we took to senior leaders in toe 
Service to show that they understand the importance of acting quickly and 
effectively to further strengthen Integrity and to give toe public cause to have 
high tevels of confidence that toe police will act witoout fear or favour in 
delivering a responswe and accountable sendee.

Governance matters enormously in reinforcing these issues. We Intend to 
revisit the matters highl̂ hted in tois report in October 2012. Police Authorities 
have a role in ensuring that the work to address the issues raised in toe report 
is expedited as a matter of urgency. Incoming Polk» and Crime 
Commissioners, as a key part of their role, will need to assure toemselves that 
forces have errtoedded integrity considerations in ai! that they do supported by

HMIC (SHI) A review af police relationships ‘
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effective checks and balances. They would be assisted if these chect̂  and 
balances were <x>nsisient throughout England and Wales.

HMK> (2011) A review of polce relaHcH»tiip«
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Overview

introduction
In 1985 Sir Kennetii Newman, the then Commissioner of the Metropolitan 
Police, stated that it was the duty of a constable when exercising police powers 
to;

"Be and be seen  to be, unfettered b y  obligation, decid ing each issu e  w ithout 
^ a r o r favour, m alice o r iil-wH.'̂

Those principtes are as valid today as they ever were. The need for the police, 
either as individuals or as an organisatron, to not only do the right thing but to 
be seen to do the right thing, remains at the heart of public confidence and trust

In conducting this review we examined ail Home Office police forces, police 
authorities, British Transport Police (BTP) and the National Police Improvement 
Agency (NPIA) In line with our terms of reference (available at Appendix A). The 
Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) also requested to be included in the 
review.* This report has also been Informed by advice from leading Counsel. 
Benchmarking was conducted across public, private and third sector 
organisations, with regional, national and international practices reviewed to 
compare and identify opportunities to learn lessons and adopt good practice.

As a result of this review, we make four recommendations and highlight a 
number of issues {shown in bold) for police forces, their authorities and (looking 
to the future) police and crime commissioners (PCCs) to consider.

The essence of die issue
The aftermath of the phone hacking affair has generated a number of enquiries 
into the relationships between the media, the police and others and toe conflict 
of interests that can arise from ffiem. The Police Service is part of the 
community it serves and it needs relationships witti it, including the media, to 
carry out its role effectively. A conflict of interest arises where police officers or 
staff give (or appear to give) preferential treatment to one interest over others. 
At best, this behaviour may be regarded as inappropriate or even corrupt 
Potential conflk^ of interest indude:

• The access and influence accorded to individuals and organisations
• inappropriate disclosure of information to the media and ofliers, whether 

for financial gain or othervrise
• Excessive or inappropriate hospitality, especially when offered to senior 

officers and other dedsion makers

’ T h e  Policing Prindples of the Metropolitan Police", 1985
 ̂Unless otherwise slated, figures quoted in this report refer to the 43 Home Office forces, BTP 

and the NPIA, but esadude PSNI.

HtnCiaMf} AMViewofpoHeeielafionsMps ^
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• Quesfion marks over contractual arrangementte and police-supplier 

relationships
• Secondary business Interests including emplc^r^nt taken by staff while 

serving with a force, and employment taken up immediately after lea\Hng 
the Police Service, whiĉ  may conflict or be perceived to conflict with the 
integrity of the polite role.

Having identified the areas where the potential for most conflicts occur, 
ascertaining the real scale of the problem in a number of th^e areas has 
proved problematic. Recording systems within the Service and across the wider 
public and private sectors are extremely limited. Instances of informafion 
disclosure and inappropitate relationships are generally only recorded when a 
complaint is made or an invesfigation, either reactive or intelllgenee-ted, is 
conducted.

It is fair to say teat police authorities and forces are not as focused as they 
could be on these previously rarely reported matters, and force audit and 
checking medianisms have not always been suffidentfy robust to alert senior 
leaders to them. Based on the Serious Organised Crime Agency’s Strateg ic 
Threact Assessm ent,^  current anti-(»rruplion activity is focused towards the 
adcnowiedged threat of inappropriate relafionships and infonmafion disclosure to 
organised criminals, friends and family, and private investigators.

The focus of this HMIC review, therefore, has been on what police forces and 
those who govern them are doing to safeguard toe requirement for toe 
‘impartiality and honesty” of polldng in England and Wales.

Review methodology
In conducting this review HMIC has gathered eddence through toe following;

• In toe region of 500 interviews with stakeholders witoin toe Police 
Servirre, as well as approximately 100 focus groups

• Analysis of data relating to Investigations carried out by forces and 
authorities concerning these matters

• Surreyed over 3,500 member of the public on their perc^ons of 
integrity, as virell as 4foais groups

• Conducted a benchmarking exercise across the public and private 
sector, both nationally and Internationally

• Liaison with media experte regarding media ethlw and the use of police 
sources, including the Crime Reporters Association, and a range of 
editors and journalists from across the British press and media. In 
addition view were sought frcmi stakeholders Including the Association of 
British Investigators, toe information Commissioners Office and the 
Independent Police Complaints Commission

• Utilised an external reference group wito key opinion formers and 
professional/spectalist leaders

• An academic review of national and international literature concerning 
matters of integrity

’  ACCAG / SOCA Th0 iitreat to UK law  arrfoivemenf from corraption. May 2010. 

lamc (2011) A review of police retaUoiwMpe
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More detail regarding methodology is highlighted in the Terms of 
Reference, at Appendk W.

What the public think
As well as looking at the issue of inappropriate relationships from the 
perspective of the police, HMIC has also looked at the Issue from the 
perspective of the public. HMIC conducted quanttetive (3,571 re^ndents) and 
qualitative (42 respondents) research with members of ttie public from across 
England and Wales to ascertain public perceptions of what represents integrity 
(and corruption as the antithesis of Integrity), how prevalent they think it is and 
whether attitudes have been affected by recent events.

We found that the public associate Integrity with being treated fairly. The 
majority do nottiiink corruption is common in the police (63%) ora big problem 
(61%), they would trust the police to tell the truth ^5%) and they generally think 
the police do a good job (67%).

However, a significant minority -  about a third -  have doubts about the integrity 
of the police. These doubts are rrarginally more prevalent In London. Due to ttie 
llmitetions arising from the short time available for this review, we were unable 
to estabifeh conclusively if recent events had temporarily elevated these doubte.

The public association of integrity and asrruption with fairness suggests that 
they see Inappropriate relationships and the conflicts of interest tiiat might arise 
as a consequence to be one dimension of police integrity, but not the only 
dimension. This has implications for the police if they are seeking to tackle 
corruption from the perspective of the service user or the public more generally. 
Police will need to be fair, and be seen to be fair.

The research also suggests police officers of all ranks need to consider how 
their behaviour towards an individual will be interpreted if at some future point 
they, or their subordinates, are called upon to investigate tiiat individual. Police 
need to be conscious that their reputation in the eyes of the public may be 
damaged by the perception that Ihere is a conflict of interest even if there were 
no conflict of interest.

Review findings
The overall findings of the review can be summarised as follows:

• We did not find evidence to support any contention of endemic corruption 
in Police Service relatior®hips, whether in relation to those with the 
media or more generally, with the majority of police officers and staff 
striving to act with integrity

• Instances of deliberate malpractice in relation to these matters appear to 
be infrequent

• We found instances of enforcement action against individuals at all 
levels, where sufficient evidence had arisen

• Visible consistent leadership is a key contributor to promoting integrity 
and raising awareness of and focus on these issues

HNBC (2011} A review of poilco relaUonsh^ 10
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Few authority and force leaders had these relationship issues on their 
radar and were broadly unaware of the risks to their organfosAion's 
reputation
There Is a hugely inconsfetent approach acrcss the Service and a lack of 
darity about vidiere the boundaries Ife in number of these areas, in 
partioû n

o relationships between the police, the media and ofoers 
o acceptable ho îtaiity and gratuities
o additional employment roles which are not Incompatible for 

officers and staff
There was clear evidence of major contracts and procurement being 
professional̂  and consistently managed. However, the checks and 
balances vrere less evident on spends of around £5,000 and under 
Support in terms of training and education is inconsistent and fails to 
identify appropriate values and standards
There are good examples of anonymous reporting systems in place with 
a positive reactive a>mmHment from Professional Standards 
Departmente (PSD)
Governance and overŝ ht is g^erally weak and there are limited 
proactive checks and balanrres taking place
Many forces and authorities appeared tromplacent, with an "fr wouW no t 
happen here” mentaWy in evidence, espedady in non-metrqjolitan forces 
To reduce public perceptions of corrufffion, police wrill need both to be 
fair, and be seen to be fair.
Police need to be conscious that their reputation in the eyes of the public 
may be damaged by the percep0on that there Is a conflfct of interest, 
even where this proves not to be the case.

The review considered police relationships in a number of contends 
understand better the issues which ran pose a risk to police integrity.

to

R e la tio nsh ip s  w itii t iie  m edia a n ti o tiie rp a td e s
The relationship between the police and the media was placed in the spotlight 
by the phone hacking affair and aliegations about inappropriate and illegal 
behaviours. That police/media relationship is a key part of Lord Justice 
Leveson’s inquiry and it was not the purpose of this review to pre-empt it. We 
have, however, thought it right to look at the extent to which forces currently 
have arrangements in place to regulate their relatiortships with the media.

Ail forces have a media policy. However, only three provide any policy or 
guidance around the mtegrity of relationships between steff and the media, the 
remainder focusing on delivery of the message.

HMIC analysis of the data provided by the 44 police forces and authorities in 
England and Wales shows that in the last five years 314 investigations have 
been conducted in relation to inappropriate relationshii:̂  or unauthorî  
information disclosure to tf» media. Of these only 12 related to iirappropriate 
relationships: in one case, the member of staff resigned; one investigation 
resulted in reprimand; one in a warning; one in management advice; one is 
ongoing; and seven concluded with no forfoer action required.

H M IC {20 1< ) A  review  o f p o lice  m la tiM t^ p e 11
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Forces are aware that the increased use of soeiat network sites (SNS), e.g. 
Faoebook and Twitter, by staff represents a relatively new source of information 
for the media. There is little guidance on what may or may not be appropriate to 
include in social media messaging. Any lack of clarify felt by staff is not helped 
by the example set by some senior officeis who include what might be 
considered questionable force related content or personal opinion in their own 
messaging.

Inform ation disclosure to tiie  media and  others
The nature of polidng makes information disclosure very high risk, in terms of 
vulnerabilify to corruption. This is confirmed in the Serious Oiganfeed Crime 
/̂ ncy*s Strategic Threat Assessment.* Whilst unauthorised Information 
disclosure does happen in the Police Service there are, howrever, relatively few 
cases when compared with other organisations. Nevertheless, when sudi 
disclosures do occur the legal and reputational ramifications can be 
considerable. Forty forces provided HMtC with an information security 
document as part of th's review.

Data provided by forces and authorities to HMIC show that In the last five years 
the following number of investigations have been earned out into information 
disclosures. These include the 302 investigadons relating te unauthorsed 
information disclosure to the media (but exclude the 12 allegations of 
inappropriate relationships). .

vV.4'‘
. • •’* •• •.% ‘ mj »««

Third parties 
(excluding social 
media)

819 1024 1203 1545 1531 661

Sodai media 11 34 66 107 150 72

it should be noted that unauthorised Information disclosure accounts for 1,189 
(2%) of all allegations against the police in 2009/10, as reported by the IPCC.®

Thirty forces provided a copy of their social networkmg policy or guidance to 
HMIC. There is inconsisteiK̂  in terms of the type and fevel of detail in these 
documente and officers, staff and staff association representatives expressed a 
desire for greater clarity on what is acceptetole behaviour online.

The monitoring of staff sodal network'mg sites usage Is sporadic and, as with 
other integrity ©sues, it is often reactive rather than proactive.

There is evidence of relationships, or at least dtelogues, being facilitated 
through social neiworidng sites betiween officers and journalists from the 
national media. This is a growing aspect of the relationship between the polfce

* ACGAG / SOCA The ^ a t  to UK law enforcement from corwpSon, May 2010,
* IPCC (2011) Pdice mmfMntst ^tisSos for England and Wales 2009/10. Available from 
www.iooc.Qov.uk

HMtC (2011) A  leviaw  cA  po lice  i^aU onsM ps 12
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and the media (local and nadonal) which lurther highlights the need for clarity 
on the boundaries for what Is appropriate.

HospiUifity and gratuWes
This fe an area that was examined in some detali by HMIC’s inspection of police 
integrity in 1999® and It is concerning that it still remains an area of uncertainty.

While ail forces and authorities have hospitality and gratuity policies, these 
policies vary significantly. Most seek to provide guidelines, but few provide 
sufficient darity to sferif on what is acceptable. A number of forces have 
attempted to put a value on what can be classified as a gift with values ranging 
from £5 to £76,

All forces and authorises have a recording mechanism for gifts and hospitality 
but these are not consistently corr̂ leted in most cases. In the main the 
principal contributors to the hospitality register are chief offioers. Significant 
variations were found in the level of completion and the tĵ e of gift or hospitelity 
accept̂ . In some forc^ good practice was identified wHh staff recording gifts 
and hospitality that had been dedined.
A review of force hospitality registers supplied to HMIC for the last five years 
from across England and Wales showed 9,700 entries, with less than 1% (68) 
of gratuities and hospitality being received from the media. Twenty-three forces 
had recorded ^tries relating to the media.

Focus groups were conducted with operational officers and staff in each force, it 
was very heartening to find that, whilst they often did not know the detail of the 
hospitality policy, they displayed a clear and consistently strong 'moral 
compass’ as to what they felt to be acceptabie. They recognised that the public 
may wish to show their appreciation following an interaction with the police, for 
example a box of chocolates was entirely acceptable wher^s an invitadon to a 
member of staff to attend a sporting event or pop concert was felt to be 
unacceptable. These views were echoed by the focus groups held to identify 
the public’s perception on these matters.

It was extremely disappointing that we did not find more farces or authorities 
actively ’policing’ their hospitality registers, In the majority of cases forces used 
these registers purely as a recording mechanism with little or any follow up to 
maximise their value. No links were made by any force as to the potenttal 
'question marks’ that may arise regarding the relationsĥ  between the donor 
and the recipient of the gift or hospitality. In particufer, the registers were not 
used to consider toe appropriateness of senior officers and staff accepting 
hospitelity from contractors and suppliers tendering for business.
Procuremwif and  confracte
Adequate and appropriate Infruslon and scrutiny of procurement is critical to 
ensuring ethical betraviour and transparency of procjess. Scrutiny of Police 
Service procurement activity should exist at different levels. Police authorities

® HMIC (1899) Po/Kre integrity: Securteg and mainteining public confidence. Available from 
www.hmikaov.uk

HM IC (2 0 11) A  review  o f p o lice  re latio n sh ip s 1 3
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have a key role to play on behalf of the public in hoiding forces to account for 
ttiffl’r pending, supported by PSD and chief officer intrusion cm behalf of the 
force intemalty. These operaUonal controls should be reinforced by internai and 
extemai audit systems to ensure finandai probity.

M^or procurements and contracts are professionally managed in accordance 
with EU fogisiation. Purchases above around £5,000 but below EU levels are 
also controlled through central teams with virell qualified, knowledgeable sbiff. 
These staff were clear about the rules governing activity and the authorisation 
processes and control mechanisms in place.

However, in instances of spend below the £5,000 level the checks and balances 
were less well defined. Generally, foese purchases may be made at 
departmental level, with a self authorisation process and signed off by a line 
manager at month-end, vndi IHfle or no oversight of the spend or whether the 
cumulative value of the purchases would merit %hter controls.

We estimate that there are some 2,700 corporate purchasing and credit cards in 
circulation across the forces arul authorities (exduding the MPS) contained in 
this review. These cards have a potential cumulative annual spend of around 
£100 million collectively. Given tire sums Involved, forces, authorities and 
agendes need to ensure that they have proper controls in place.

Senior managers will inevitably have relationship with suppliers and contractors, 
and good working relationships should serve the public Interest However, given 
the commercial naUire of such relationships it is all the more important that the 
ground rules are dear, understood and adhered to, and that senior managers 
not only act with integrity but are seen to be so acting, for example in deciding 
whether fo accept offers of gifte and hospifolity.

Seconthry  business interests and risk
The entitlement of police officers to undertake additi'onaJ employment is 
governed by police regulations. These regulations require an officer to apply for 
permission to have a business interest, and for the diief officer to determine 
whether the interest fe "compatible* with the officer being a nrember of the force. 
There are no su<* regulations for police staff, although some forces have either 
developed a police staff secondary employmenl/business interest policy or 
addressed the issue in renegotiated contrads.

Public perception work undertaken as part of the review suggests tiiat the pubiic 
see nothing wrong wftb the police having second jobs provided that it does not 
cxjnfllct with their primary duty.

We found significant variations in the policies, procedure and authorisation 
processes, and a range of risks in the way the regulations are operated in 
practice. This induded risks both to the organisation (for example, a lack of 
consideration of the working time implications of an officer’s secondary 
employment), and to the individual (for example, in relation to tax implications 
which could lead to HMRC enforcement action).
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Police and guidance are inconsistent across forces with some secondary 
occupations being acceptable in one force but not in another. For e;»mp}e, two 
forces allowed staff to work as media consultants while others refected such 
empbyment as incompatible.

Although the relevant police regulations require the chfof officer to detemiine 
whether or not a business interest is compatible with the ofilcer remaining a 
member of the force, not ail crfiief officers were involved in, or aware of, the 
decisions being made at other levels in the force. This is part of tiie reason why 
there is significant variations in and between forces in decisions on compatible 
secondary empioymenL While the regulations allow chief officers discretion, 
current arrangements lead to indefensible Inconsistencies, it cannot be right 
that one force can allow officers to be, for example, bar staff while others do 
not. This suggests that forces need a more unified decision-making model to 
encourage more consistency.

There was littie evidence of “cooling off periods being required for senior staff 
leawng to take up posts with commercial or other bodies including those witii 
which they have had a business relationship while working for a police force. 
Only one police authority has attempted to restrict, retiring chief officers from 
taldng up immediate employment with commercial organisations connected with 
tile force. However, this is a ‘grey area’ and the legal powers of an authority to 
place such a restriction on a police officer or menber of police staff is uncertain. 
We are aware of the Home Affairs Select Committee’s Interest in this area.

C apability and capacity to  be proactive
Since ttie 1999 HMIC Police Integrity Inspection,’  ̂all forces and autiiorrties have 
invested in and created Anti-Corruption Units (ACUs). According to data 
supplied by forces, this currently equates to some 460 police officers and staff 
in England, Wates and the British Transport Pofice (BTP). Those r̂ ponsible for 
governing the police should carefully consider how austerity measures could 
undermine this capacity.

Ail forces have a confidential and anonymous method of r^orting integrity 
issues, either by telephone or e-mail. Information disclosure is seen as a 
signiffoant risk by ACUs. We found good practice where forces had inimsted in 
software which provides comprehensive data including key strokes, 
screenshote and emails from all IT s^tems enabling routine and fargeted 
auditing, altiiough it is acknowledged that there is a significant cost to this 
investment.

Aittiough ail forces have an anti-corruption (X>ntrol strategy, there is no evidence 
that gifts and hospitality, business interests, associations and proairement are 
cross referenced and used as sources of intelligence to direct preventative and 
proactive effort.

 ̂ HMIC {1999) Pofice infegiify: Securing and mainlining pubik: cordid&ice. Available from 
www.hmic.aov.uk
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There is evidence offerees identifying risks concerning debt and vulnerabilily to 
corruptbn and some preventative mechanisms have been put in place, such as 
welfare support.

The current economic constraints have the potential to impact on forces’ 
capability and cŝ acity to address Integrity issues, with three forces airea^ 
having assimilated their ACUs wHhin the PSD. Failure to keep toese units 
distinct and sef»rate presents a risk of overt investigations being prioritised to 
the detriment of a>unter-comiption activity.

G overnance and  o ve rs ig h t
While staUitorily, it is police authorities which provide governance offerees, and 
it is chief officers who provide oversight within forces, many issues of concern 
that arise about police integrity could be reduced by f̂octive internal and 
external governance, insofar as governance he^s ensure that the values of a 
force are central to how it delivers its objedives, it b clear that while some 
forces have made efforts to inculcate values and make them real by dispensing 
with detail̂  guidance and introducing overarching stotements of principles, 
others have more to do. Again, visible leadership which consistently displays 
the appropriate behaviours is key.

Chief officer oversight of integrity issues is almost exclusively confined to those 
reactive investigations ongoing in force. There Is lltUe evidence of an 
understanding offeree vulnerability and structured prevention planning.

Police authorities are primarily focused on public oomplainte rather than Integrity 
Issues with little evidence that they hold forces to account in having effective 
anti-corruption steategies in place. Authority meeting structures and processes 
and the data that supports them reflect this.

Values a n d s ^ r la rd s  o f policing
As the Home Office Guidance on Standards of Professional Behaviour notes:

"Pubiic (x>nndencB in ffie police is  c ru i^ i in a system  &tat rests  on the fm ncipte  
o f po lk in g  by consent Public conhdence in  d ie  police depends on police  
ofRcers dterm nstradng tiie  h ighest levels o f personal an d  professional standards  
o f behaviour"

In additfon, the new ACPO decision making model® puto values and beliefs at 
the heart of decision making and is a signifir̂ nt step towards the “outside in* 
approach that HMIC has been advocating for some time.

The development of information technology through the internet has changed 
the way in y*ich people communicate. This is particularly evident in the 
development of Social Network Sites. Research conducted in eight forces for 
this review identified that 3.4% (1,849) of officers and staff using Facebook

* Unpublished as of 13/10/11
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Identity themsdves as police employees, of which 2% (43) had posted 
Inappropriate pictures or comments.

This communication revolution presente significant challenges to hie standards 
and values that the service promulgates. There appears to be a blurring in 
these (ximmunicattons between protessional Information, personal information 
(which te publicty acceptable) and the personal 'privatê  information (which 
osuld compromise individuals or organisational integrity)

While many forces are keen to interact with the public on a professional level, 
staff are not always clear about the personal standards required of them. 
Despite every force ideniitying SNS as an increasing risk, only 30 forces had a 
policy on the use of social networidng sites. Of these only 10 had policy and 
guidance for their staff in relation to the professional u^ of SNS, although 27 of 
the 30 had clear policy or guidance in relation to ttie boundaries for personal 
and private use. Only seven forces had poikaes which su^ested that they 
monftored soda! networking sites for tiieir use by staff.

Research on public attitudes to police Integrlly did not suggest that the kind of 
inappropriate relationships examined by foe review as a whole were at the front 
of peopte's minds as a general concern. But foe good character of officers is 
vital to oveieti opinion of police integrity and contributes to the public feeling 
secure.

Training
The absence of clarity on the boundaries of relationships wHh foe media and 
others represents a significant gap across foe Service. Twenty-four forces had a 
‘Notifiable Association Policy’, which provides guidance on the acceptability of 
reiationships. However, these were inconsistent and relied on a self declaration 
by the m«nber of staff. Additionally, wfoen tested in focus groups few offlcers or 
staff had heard of them.

No force or authority has specific Integrity training although within most police 
officer recruitment programmes there is some identification of the standards and 
values expected. Eleven forces identified that they have included an integrity or 
anti-corruption section wtfoin foe structure of at least one force training 
programme. Example of these include promotion courses, tnteIHgence training 
and Information Security training.

One force has developed a structured programme to educate deparfrnental 
heads on foe particular integrity areas to which they may be vulnersfoie, based 
on the force’s (wim anti-corruption control strategy and the profile conducted on 
their staff. This programme involves the Head of PSD providing an individual 
briefing to each departmental head on their retevant risks.

fote///gence -  in fo rm a tio n
As previousty hlghligbted, although forces arte authorities across England and 
Wales have invested in ACUs, the capability and capa<% of forces to target 
resource to these areas as part of a proactive ^proadi is extremely variable. 
This variation is reflected in foe extent to which forces <x>mmunicate prevention
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messages, actively seek out these integrity Issues, or to take action when such 
issues are icfentffied,

E n fo rcem ent
Forces identify and undertake initial investigations into cases of corruption 
before making a formal referral to the IPCC in accordance with statutory 
guidance. The IPCC will then determine whettier there will be an independeni 
managed, supervised or local investigation.

In its 2011 interim report to the Home Secretary,® the IPCC noted that based on 
its experience:

“.. . i t  seem s likely that convpUon am ongst police officers in England and  W ales  
is  relaHvely rare  by comparison wiSi som e other jurisdictions. H ow ever, an y  
alfegaSon o r Ending o f corruption im pacts on the reputation an d  standing o f a ll 
forces. The dam age that can be done to a ll the professional, hard-w orking and  
dedicated poSce ofScers and s ta ff b y  the corrupted few  should n ot be  
underesrim ated."
The IPCC also noted the difficulty in defining corruption, but records that in 
2010/11, feete were over 200 overt referrals which could be classified as cases 
of serious corruption. A similar number of corruption referrals were also 
received in both 2009/10 and 2008/9. During 2010/11 the iPCC received 44 
covert referrals with 45 having been received in 2009/10, and 29 in 2008/9.
The IPCC will provide comprehensive data on corruption referrals on publication 
of their full report ‘Corruption in the Police Servitte In England and Wales* in 
December 2011.

Going forward
It was evident from the review feat few forces or authorities had acknowledged 
the potential correlation between recent police relationship Inquiries and their 
own organisation. There was littte understanding of activity in these areas, 
indicating feat very few force and authority leaders had these relationship 
issues on their own radar. HMtC's view Is that ACPO and the APA urgently 
need to develop feat radar, to ensure that these risks are Identified at an early 
stage and dealt wife effectively, both on an individual force basis and as a 
Senrice.

This was not a leadership review. However, it was very evident that leadership 
has a significant part to play in setting the culture and tone of an organisation, 
thresholds of acceptabifit/ and ultimately the condudt of ite staff. In forces where 
leaders owned and r<Hitinely reinforc  ̂ values and standards, staff had far 
greater clarity of feose expectetions.

HMIC sees the immediate tracing of the Servfce’s future leaders as critir̂ l to 
embedding a new way of operating, it is imperative that they are able to folly

® IPCC (2011) Com/ptfcw m ihe Police Service in England and Wates. Available from 
www.iPcc.qov.uk
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understemd the areas of vulnerability and influence the control and direclion of 
forces in the future. To that end, HMiC would encourage the inclusion of an 
integrily/anti-corruption element within the Strategic Command Course, 
beginning with the January 2012 course. HMIC will be happy to provide support 
to assist in the development of this programme.

Governance and oversight arrangemente around these issues were, by and 
large, insufficient at both a force and authority level. As with any s'̂ nificant 
change, the transition to PCCs will bring with it its own risks. There is a very real 
threat that these issues may slip through the gap between the ou^oing 
authority and incoming PCC. HMIC would su g ^ t a reassessment of forces 
and authorities to report on how they, and the Service as a whole, have 
responded to the recommendations and considerations outHned in this report. 
This should be conducted by October 2012 to allow feedback directly to the 
incoming PCCs and Police and Crime Panels (PCPs).

The significant variation between forces and authorities in relation to defining 
and applying standards was stark. This inconsistem  ̂made little sense to us, 
nor do vre believe it would to the general public. The PoBce Service needs to 
undertake work to identify the standards and values expected of its entire 
workforce; providing clarity on where the boundaries lie. In particular, we can 
see that there would be signHicant benefit in defining Service-wide standards for 
the fbliowing:

• what is acceptable and unacceptable regarding relationships with the 
media and others, including contrectors and suppliers

• where the line is to be drawn for hospitality and gratuities
• the roles that are compatible and incompatible for officers and staff in 

relation to additional employment
• agree the principle of, and define, 'cooling off periods (the 

implementation of whic* would depend on clarifying that tiie law would 
allow the imposition of cooling off periods)

HMiC understonds that securing agreement of these standards across the 
Service may take some time and offers the attached ‘integrity checklist’ 
(Appendix B) that may be of use in the Interim. This single checklist, compiled 
by the Review Team, contains key questions that forc^ and authorities can use 
to health-diedt their organisation.

Forrres and autiiorities have a number of lessons to learn from this review and 
recent stokeholder consultation suggests toat they accept there is more to do 
and are keen to respond. They are, however, not alone In this. The national and 
Intematlonal benchmarking work carried as part of this r^ort suggests that few 
organisations are in better shape. In fact many have muĉ i fewer contif̂ ote, 
recortfing or checking mechanisms. Without prejudice to ttie outcome of other 
inquiries and rewews resuitlng frcwn the phone hacking affair, HMIC believes 
that the more transparency there fe in ttie refetionships between the police and 
the media and others the more likely toe public is to trust toe police to those 
dealings and more generally.
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Recommendaticms
In making these recommendations, HMIC acknowledges that a number of 
reviews and inquiries into this subject matter are yet to report These Include the 
(PCC, who is due to report in December 2011, as is the Elizabetti Filkin Inquiry. 
The inquiry being conducted by Lord Justice Leveson wHI continue into 2012 
and toe Metropolitan Police Authorily is conducting hs own integr'rty review, to 
be handed over to the Mayor’s Office of Policing and Crime, which anticipates 
reporting in January 2012.

Whilst each element of this review highiights issues that forces and authorities 
should (X>nsider, the heart of toe matter is the importance of integrity, both 
personal and organisaKonal, that is evident and transparent in toe way 
individuals behave and how forces and authorities go about their business. 
Against that background, we make the following principal recommendations;

• Forces and auliiorities institute robust systems to ensure risks 
arising from relationships, Information disclosure, gratuities, 
hospitatity, contracting and secondary employment are identified, 
monitored and managed. They should ideally do so on the basis of 
national standards and expectations -  there are no demographic 
variables when it comes to integrity and there should not be local 
differences in standards. This area of work on national standards should 
be encouraged by the Home Office and promoted by leaders in toe 
Service locally.

• There should be clear boundaries and thresholds in relation to 
these matters. Such limits should be consistent and Service wide.
This in effect means identifying a clear rr̂ ssage for staff on these fesues 
as to what Is acceptable, what is unacceptable and what areas of 
vulnerabifriy to avoid. ACPO should lead this work in partnership with 
other staff assodations and those involved in police governance.

• Training course should include appropriate input in relation to 
integrity and anti-corruption. In particular, given the importance of 
leadership (which runs tiirough this review), the Strategic 
Command Course in Januaiy 2012 should encompass these issues. 
Chief Constables should review how much effort is being but into briefing 
their staff on the standards as to what is acceptable, unacceptable and 
on toe areas of potential vulnerabi%.

• An assesmnent relating to throe matters should be conducted by 
HMIC by October 2012 to inform incoming Police and Crime 
Commissioners and Police and Crime Panels.

These recommendations r^resent a synthesis of ttie issues emerging from the 
inspections carried out as part of flie review. The highlighted considerations in 
the toilovring sections of toe report represent specific matters that when acted 
upon, (aided as appropriate by toe Seif-Check Integrify Questions for Forces 
and Mithorittes in /̂ pehdix B) will help answer the concerns underlying the 
recommendations, and will put the Service in a stronger position.
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1: What the puhtic think

As weM as looking at the issue of inappropriate relationships frcMm the 
perspective of the police, HMiC also looked at the issue from the perspective of 
the publia

Quantitative and qualitative research was conducted with members of the public 
from across England and Wales to ascertain public perceptions of what 
represents integrity {and corruption as the antifliesfe of int^rity) with the Police 
Service, how prevalent they think it is and whether attitudes have been affected 
by recent events. This work comprised;

• A ttiree-month tracker omnibus phone poll (in August/September/October 
2011, 3,571 respondents); and

• Focus groups and in-depth interm^vs in London (Teddington and 
Bettinal Green), Merseyside and South Wales (in September 2011, 42 
respondents).

Key findings follow. Full methodology and results are published separately, see 
www.hmic.gov.uk.

What amounts to 'corruption' in the eyes of the public
Focus groups were used to irrterrogate what the term ‘corruption* means to the 
public in relation to toe police, primarily by providing a itet of scenarios to 
stimulate discussion on whether toey represented corrupt behaviour. These 
scenarios included acceptance of grlte and hospitality (e,g. ‘A victim of anti
social behaviour says thank you for the service received with a £5 box of 
chocolates*) and a selection of various (real life) second jot^ (including taxi 
drivers and martial arts instructors).

The results show that toe term covers a spectoim of actions and consequences, 
with respondente terming as ‘corrupf everything from 'perks of the Job' (such as 
free cups of coffee from a supermarket) to providing information to N t̂fs 
International Joumaliste in return for cash.

There was a generai trend of toought that toe integrity or corruption of many of 
toe scenarios was d^endant on toe droumstances. While there was no 
corrvnon theme about toe types of act which might constitute corruption, there 
was broad consensus toat a corrupt action may be defined as one that creates 
an obligation on a police oificer to treat someone more favourably. But, as will 
be discussed later, toe creation of an obligation is not akvays necessary for toe 
public to perceive corruption; it is more to do with the ser^  of unfairness that 
results if toese obligations are subsequently futfilfed. In some cases the more 
toe public thought about and discussed a scenario, the more they saw the 
potential for corruption and their view about toe unacceptabllity of the scenario 
hardened.
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For instance, when asked about gifts, in the main it was fell that a member of 
ttie pubiic should be able to say ttiank you to a pî iic servant who has brought 
them comfort People were positive to the inference of an emotionally positive 
relationship between an officer and a member of the public;

'Just a  sm all gestura that w ill n o t be seen as  a  bribe b y  third parries an d  the 
m e d ia /

(Male, London)

However, if the police solicit or start to expect gifts as standard, tiiis becomes a 
problem. Similarly, if it is an offender giving a gift, no matter how small:

‘it could b e  like th ey  are being p a id  ofFfor turning a  blind  eye next rime. ’
(Male, student London)

This also highl̂ hts the public feeling that many behaviours, while not corrupt in 
themselves, might expose the officer invoived to charges of (if not actual) 
corruption in the future. The idea that (for instance) accepting a bottle of wine 
from a vkAim of crime is 'the thin end of the wedge', opening a door to 
corruption, points to the idea that It is the potential consequences of the 
behaviours discussed that are corrupL This is supported by the feet that when 
the list of scenarios (e.g. second jobs, act̂ ptabie ho^itaiity) was read out 
groups generally started off thinking they were ail acceptable, before deciding 
(on consideration) that they might actually constitute or encourage corruption. 
For instance, on toe scenario of an ASB victim giving a box of chocolates as a 
thank you:

"This is sim ilar to giving g/ffis to a doctor that has helped  you through pHness] 
w rit wine, chocolates o r riawers. Though, i f  this was taken to an  extreme then 
this could b e  riiought to be a bribe and the police w ill look like th ey  are  
accepring bribes.”

(Male, studenL London)

On the vtoole the idea of second jobs w as  seen as acceptable within limite -  
those being:

• It does not interfere or cause conflict with their main (policing) job by way 
of time corrfifet, undue tiredness or any specific conflict of interest;

• The second job does not expose them to a conflict of loyaltî  with their 
primary job; and

• It does not have the potential to bring policing in general into disrepute

The specific jobs viewed were looked at through the prism of these over-antoing 
issues. On ihe whole some Jobs were seen as acceptable and uncontroversial, 
[̂>ecificaliy taxi drivers and seif defence tnsfructors (where toe feet that a police 

officer was ddng it was seen as a toing). However, even in these cases 
some could imagine possible conflicts of interesL for example:

T h e  taxi driver could be w iriiess to drunken abusive behaviour o r ovarhears  
crim inal conversarions; a com prom ising dilem m a for an ofricer. Also, rirere is a  
risk \
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e.g. the cage ^ghter exposes h is taste fo r WQfence (w hereas the s e lf- 
ctefenoe tra in er is  fa r in g  his ^ i i s  wi&t the co m m u n it^ .’^°

Public views on Itie prevalence, frequency and severity of corruption
In general, the qualitative work revealed underlying positive assumptions about 
issues of inappropriate relationships, with no perception of endemic culture of 
abuse of power or corruption within the police. The majority impression was that 
the police are doing a good job, with an overall positive tone across groups. For 
Instance:

7  have had no problem  w iffi the police, as  they have been very  helpful to m e  
every  iwne / have needed  them. I  have nothing negaSve to s a y  about toem  as  
w henever i  have need ed  them they have been toere, i  am  p re tty  p leased  wiUi 
the work that toe poSce d o .'

(Male, 50s, London)

This sentiment concurs with the findings of the phone poll, in which the majoi% 
said:

• They did not think corruption was common in the police (63%) or a big 
problem (61%)

• They would trust the police to tell the truth (75%)
• The poiice in general were doing a good or excellent job (61 %); this 

figure rose to seven out of ten when asked about their local force (69%). 
Fewer dian one in ten thought they were doing a poor or very poor job 
(8%).

However, the data also indicates that a significant minority had doubte about die 
integrity of the police:

• 34% thought corruption was fairly or very common in the police and 36% 
thought that it was a big problem

• 39% thought disclosure of sensitive information to the media by the 
police vres fairly or very comnKin, and 43% it was a very or fairty big 
problem

• 23% said they vrauid not trust the poiice to tell the truth.

Thfe, in combination with our inspection findings on die volume of complaints 
(discussed later in this review) suggests, that a significant minority of the public 
think corruption is more common than appears to be the case.

We asked further polling questions to test whether the allegatwns of police 
corruption given in tiie media in 2011 had affiected public confKlen(» in the 
police. In answer to the question:

■’'* Duckfbot (2011) Police In te^ ify: h  the opinbn o f the general puNic. Research fa r H M IC: 
Findinga. Available ftom w w w .h m ic.Q O Y .u k
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‘Thinking about the police in yo u r area, which o f ffie  foiiowing statem ents b est 

describes you?’ (Trust rmre/the sam ^ss than six months ago)

Elghty-thr«e percent of respandente answered the same', wfth 8% sfeitfng their 
trust had increased, balance by another 8% daiming it had decreased. One 
percent answered that they did not know.

The link between corruption and bad policing
Focus group participants tended to think that a ‘corrupt* officer was also less 
effective at policing in general:

‘...w h en  inddences d  inappropriate reiadonships becom e m ore o f an issue they  
tend  io underm ine confidence in  day-to-day p d id n g . The p o lk x  person who is  
m odvafed to seek  p er& )nal gain djrough th & r police w ork is  n o t the person who 
if is  fe lt can  be hmsted to be rigorous, objective and  even-handed  in d ie ir  
pokdng, b e c a u ^  W ear head  is  n o t in the right p lace ’ to b e  on the case. This 
goes bodi ways, with the idea aiso moofed fftaf a police o fficer is n o t seen  to 
b e doing d ie ir po lidng Job w ell it re je c ts  bad ly  on his o r h e r personal character, 
which suggests that the officer is m ore Sable to ac t corrupdy.

This fits with the perception (discussed above) that it is the consequences of 
behaviours which are potentially corrupting -  in this case, by stopping the police 
from doing a good job. For instance, accepting a gift or hospitality -  no matter 
how small -  may be seen as putting tire receiver in the giver’s debt

‘if  I  buy som eone lunch I  w ant som ediing from  them , th at is  w here you g e t into  
issues o f integrity!'

(Female, London)

This may lead to the police not fulfilfing their role effectively and fairly:

‘B ut le t’s  say  you w ere in a crash and  ffte police couidn’t respond because they  
w ere a il in  a  Tesco’s. Because d iey  have given Tesco d ie  priority because  
Tesco feeds diem . ’

(Female, Merseyside)

Whatever the degree of corruption, tiie focus group findings therefore suggest 
that it has an impact on officers' ability to be fair.

Corruption as the absence of fairness, and public expectations of 
pottce integrity
Expectations around this area are high: 92% of people agree with the statement 
that 'I expedt the police to treat people fairly, whoever they are.’

’’ Ducicfoot (2011) Po/fce integrity: in tee opteten d te e  general fKiNic. Research fo r HMfC: 
FM m gs. AvaHable from www.hmi<XQ0V.uk
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Polling also showed that 89% of people tihought they should have higher 
standards of integnty than ordinary people (I.e. agreed with the statement 'I 
6)g3e<̂  the police to be more honest than the average person on the street). 
Some focus group comments support this, for Instance:

‘If [Gom ipijon] seems when its  the police, in th a t position. W e look a t the 
police as o ur protectors, when yfioience goes on. ChurdiHf ssad. We are  ab le to 
steep a t night because the poiice are there to protect us."

(Female, 40s, Merseyside)

A high standard of personal integrity was considered integral to maintaining a 
high quality of everyday policing:

‘A s a  m em ber o f toe public, i f  police accept bribes toen th ey a re  in to e  sam e  
category as crimmais an d  toe m aha. A s  b ig  organisaSons with a  lo t o f w eight 
behind toem  an d  a  lo t o f powerAnfluence. ’

(Male, 36, London)

However, the focus groups showed the public held concurrent yet contrasting 
views on this, as they also felt that the police were only human, and that there 
were bad apples in the same way feat there is in any big organisation, for 
instance:

‘There'sconvphon in everyto ing .'{Fem ale, 40s, Merseyside)

The importance of perceptions
On the basis of fete survey work, fee public view of what constitutes corruption 
is not attributeble to ^ecific acts such as accepting a gift but fee subsequent 
failure to treat fee public fairly. The difficulty the police will face  in practice is, in 
a world of increased transparency, visibly accepting a gift may lead to a 
perception that fee poiice will treat fee giver more favourably. The public did 
differenfiate between different scenarios but they did not have any one, single, 
easy-to-define rule for dividing acts into those that were acceptable and those 
that were not. This is because it was not the act that was the problem in their 
eyes: it was whether this placed an obligadon on fee police that then led to 
unfairness. The statistics on fee number of people who said they would trust the 
police to tell fee truth suggest that leaving it to the police to assert that no 
obligation arose from a particular act will not be enough to provide assurance to 
ail of fee public.

The majority of fee public do not feink corruption Is common in fee police (63%) 
or a big problem (61%), they would trust fee polk» to felt the frufe (75% ) and 
they generally think the police do a good job (67%). Hovrever, a s^nificant 
minorify -  around a third -  of fee public surveyed had negative views in all 
these areas.

Although we found perceptions of the scale of corruption were worse in London 
than fee England and Wales average, they did not change appredabiy over 
time as we might e}q:}ect feey were purely related to phone hacking; and focus 
group responses in London were not r^arkably different to those In 
Merseyside and South Wales, However, In the time HMIC ha® had to complete
HNHC (2 0 11}  A  review  o f im S ce  ra C a lio n ^ ip s 2 5
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this work we have only been able to sunrey for three consecutive months, 
whereas the hacking scandal has been in the public eye for significantly longer.

This suggests:

• The public associate integrity with being treated lairly.
• A significant minority -  around a third -  of the public have doubts about 

the integiity of the police.
• These doubts are marginally more prevalent in London.

Our evidence did not identify conclusively whether the hacking scandal had 
temporarily elevated these doubts.

The public association of integrity vnth fairness suggests they will see 
inappropriate relationships and the confiicte of interest that might arise as a 
consequence to be one dimension of police integi%, but not the only 
dimension.

HM IC (2 0 11) A  review  o f p o lice  re la tio n sh ip s 26
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2: Relationships with media and other parties

The Police Service is part of ttie communily It serves and it needs relationships 
with it, indiuding the media, to carry out ite rote effecBvely. The media also holds 
the Police Ser^^, operating wift the consent of the public, to account by 
providing transparency and challenge. Police forces are more open and 
accessible than ever and must continue to tra so. They use the media for many 
reasons: appeals for informadon to help solve crime; lorrating missing people; 
deterring and preventing criminal acth^ as well as to highl̂ ht good police 
work, Increase police visibility, reassure the community, reduce the fear of 
crime, and enhance public confidence in the Service.

Police forces are in a privileged position not least in vfew of the powers th ^  
have to Intrude into people’s lives and the nature of the infomration they hofcl 
which will often be of interest to the public. Joumalisto, as accepted conduito of 
public interest information, strive to gather and report this information.

The public expect the police to hold information carefully and deal with it 
appn^nately. Failure to do so has a detrimentol effect on public confidence and 
the Service must get right There are occasions, understood by the public and 
many journalists, when information should not be reported. The principle that 
some forces are now working towards of "wiffthoki only w h at you m u s t seeks to 
find the balance between providing Joumalî  and the public access to 
appropriate information, while ateo rmintaining necessary confidentiairty and 
security.

The overarching principie of police relationships with the media is that the 
Police Service should not seek to constrain the media but allow them to 
accurately report news from whidi the principal beneficiary is toe public. 
However, forces should take account of the level and intensity of these 
relationships not least how they will be perceived by toe public.

HMIC found no evidence of endemic corruption in police relationships with the 
media. The Police Sendee must have a proper relationship witti toe media and 
for the majority of forces aiKi individuals the relationship is professional and 
businesslike.

The boundaries of acceptable relationships between police staff and reporters 
are undersfood and do not include the acchange of information for money. 
*Rewardm g ctm tacis for inform ation, in  caafi o r land, is  com pletely unacceptable  
an d  is d early  a breaeft o f the One force gave a view, shared by others in 
toe Senric®, that “m ost leaks come about b y  sfefiT being  loose lipped’ and  
disem sing titings with fil& rd s a n d  fam iiy which m en p assed  on o r overheard
ra th er than detiberate corruption o r tin an d a i gain. HfetoricaUy “there w as no

Crime Reporters Association memorandum to HMIC (September 2011) 
’®PSNlfieldwo*(2011)
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trade in infom a& on. N o  m oney cfrangecf han d s .. .Common sense was the 
measure for what could and could not be reported.

fn May 2006. the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) published a report 
entitled W hat P iic e  Ptwacy?,''^ which identified the leaking of confidential 
personal information by public bodies, including Ihe police, to private 
investigators and the media (Operation Motorman). Some of this was for 
payment. HMiC has contected the ICO and established tiiat since tills 
operation, the ICO has had no additional referrals of police-related infonnation 
disclosure, of which the police were not aware.

The worid in which the Police Service and the media operate has also changed. 
An information revolution has brought n ^  challenges for both. Guidance 
issued by the ACPO Communication Advisory Group (CAG) in 2010 states: 
"How the m edia r ^ r f  has changed dram ahcafly o ver recen t years -  m obile  
phone footege, d tizen  joum alisfs an d  so cia l m edia such as  tw itter are  a// 
im m ediate, direct communicaSon which s it outeide ffie tradi&onai b ro ad ca^  a n d  
p rin t arenas. They have becom e p a rt o f te e  m ainstream , an d  controiiing te e  
fecte and  flow ofinform aSon is  increasingty difhcuit"^^

As a result of this and the need to enhance public confid^ce in the Service 
through reassurance and engagement with Increasingly diverse communities, 
the polk» communications fonction has evolved. Force press offices have 
become corporate communications departments that manage internal 
communications and corporate marketing and identity, as well as media 
queries. However, the emerging ‘pubRc relations’ aspect of these departments 
seems to have brought a tension to the relationship between police forces and 
the media. One journalist comments; “AH too ofterr tee o ffid a l re f ease  o f  
infonnation is form al, narrowly dehned and  cfe/ayed.'”  This may go some way 
towards explaining journalists’ motivation to seek out more informal sources.

The local policing agenda has resulted in police officers and staff of all ranks 
and grad^ being empowered to speak to the media where they are suffidentiy 
knowledgeable to do so. There is, however, disparity between the policy 
promoted by senior officers and the practical application by staff at lower levels. 
Even in forces with current comprehensive media policies that empower steff at 
the most appropriate level to speak wnth the medte. staff frequently reported 
being wary of the media and referring any engagement to the media 
departinent Recent events have further heightened sensitivity around this area.

Forces share a urideiy held view expressed in interviews with deputy chief 
constables and heads of media that abuses of power in police relationsh^s with

Guardian (21 Septwnber 2011), Why we journalists need confidential police sources.' 
httDy/www.auardian.co.uk/media/Qreenstexler2011/seD/21/thBauardian-pQflce

ICO (2W>6) \M jat Price Priraey? AvaU l̂e from www.ieo.aov.uk
”  Communication Advisory Group Guidance 2010; Forewo/rf, Association of Chief Police 
Officers

http://Www.auardian.oo.uk/fnedta/ar66nslade/2011/seDg1/theauardian-Dolice 'Why we 
joumaiiste need confidential poiice sources' (September 2011)
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the media is confined to London. Forc^ pomt out ttiat national media are not 
present in the regions on a daily basis and only descend upon diem during an 
incident of national significance which is then managed through formal 
arrangement. National journalist also report a tngibie difference between 
London and outer regions with le^  access o> r̂alI to information and private 
medt briefings. HMfC believes th t misses the point; we are living in a virtual 
communications vrarid, and issues are being follcwved in real-time through a 
range of new technolc^y and social media.

HMIC found there te inconsistency across the Police Service in the use of 'off 
the record brfefings’. Structured formal briefings witii the media are used in 
some forces to contextualise a story. Appropriate media briefings do not se^ to 
constrain the media but allow them to accurately report a ne\«« story and allow 
the police to provide context.

HMIC found some evidence of corporate entertaining with tiie media. However, 
there was little clarity about the boundaries of acceptebility with forces and 
indhriduals relying on a common sense approach. Meetings do take pla<» 
between senior police officers and media representatives, for example, iocal 
and natonal reporters/edilore, news outlets and the Crime Reporters 
Association, for the stated purpose of dfecussing Issues, highlighting concerns 
and supporting professional relationships. Force policies on recording such 
meetings and. any associated hospitality are varkble. Some forces reported 
entertaining media representatî  with social evenings and press dinners in 
the past but recent events and financial constrainte have led to such contact 
being set on a more formalised footing.

Joumafists recognise that hospitality helps to build relationships but that it is not 
a reward for information and should never be regarded as such by either 
partŷ ®. Forces should consider how best to ensure that the nature and extent of 
cx>ntacts between staff and media representatives can be made as transparent 
as possible to help maintain public trust

We found that Forces lack the capacity and capability to proactively identify any 
inappropriate reiationships. Forces conveyed a sense of InevitabiHty that 
resourcing complex investigations into media leaks rarely ^ Id s  any positive 
results. Forces should explore options for identifying and monitoring 
emerging and inappropriate relationships with, and ieatos to, the media.

HMIC asked forces to complete a questionnaire detelling the total number of 
investigations conducted in relation to information disclosure since April 2006. 
HMIC analysis of the data supplied by forces shows tiiat disclosure to the media 
is the only area of information disdosure which has not seen a significant 
Hicrease. Over this period 302 (4%) of inappropriate information disclosures 
inves%ated by forces related to disclosures to the media. (F%-elght 
investigations resutted in action being taken and 63 are continuing.)

Forces were also asked to provide date on the total number of investigations 
conducted in relation to inappropriate relationships witti the media In the last

Crane Reporters Assocfaflon memorandum to HMIC (September 2011)
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five years. HMIC anafysis of the date provided shows only 12 investigaflons 
were conducted (excluding Information teaks). Of these, In one case the 
member of staff resigned; one investigation resulted in reprimand; one in a 
warning; one in management advice; one is ongoing: and seven concluded with 
no further action required.

HMIC found that amorist staff at all levels there is a general understanding that 
leaking information to the media about operational matters is unprofessionat. 
unacceptable and a breach of standards.

Although the date provided to HMIC shows that reported inappropriate 
Information disdosure to the media is relatively rare, HMIC’s Trust in PoHce 
Survey* shov« that half of the public agree that the police dfedosing sensitive 
information to the media Is a problem. This demonstrates that when such teaks 
do o<xur, the Impact on the public’s perception fe significant

All forces have some form of policy, procedure or guidance on dealing with the 
media but they are of variable quality and currency. There is limited consistency 
between force polides although many refer to the ACPO CAG guidance. Only 
three force policies provide clarity around managing and maintaining 
relationships betwraen staff and the media, and even they do not seek to define 
the boundaries of appropriate relationships.

Relationships, tiiat police employees have with certain other people or groups of 
people are guided by a ‘notifiable assoctetion’ policy that relies on self- 
drsclosure to identify vulnerabrlrty. Of the force policy documents provided to 
HMIC hardly any asked staff to consider the way they were conducting a 
relationship with Individuals associated with foe media. KMIC suggests all 
fotr̂ es’ notifiable association policies include reference to persons who 
‘undertake paid or unpaid work for the media’

There is little relationship between the existence of policies and procedures and 
the understanding and practical application by staff. HMIC found limited 
evidence of forces proactively monitoring or checking compitence wito policy. 
Police forces in England and Wales are not unique in this position and HMIC 
found a similar lack of adherence to, or awareness of, policy In the Police 
Service abroad. Forces do monitor relevant media reports; however, this is 
principally for the purpose of identifying positive and negative coverage or other 
operational/disclosure reasons rather than to hold staff to account Monitoring 
adilvity Is more common in relation to high profile cases.

Data provided to HMIC by forces and authorities shows that investigations into 
teaks to the media resulted in a number of dlff̂ -ent outcomes ranging from no 
further action to dtemissal.

HMIC also found variable prw»dures around recording conversations and 
interactions with ihe media. Some forces do record ail interactions and 
releases, and look for items in the media which might su g ^ t teat information 
had resulted from an unauthorised dtscdosuie from vtfithin the force. In addition,

City of London Notifiabte Association SOP (Noven*er 2010) 
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there was evidence that some forces proactively monitored records of calls to 
and lirom hie media. Other organisations have safeguards, for example, the 
United Kingdom Border Agency (UK6A) whose media policy states that anyone 
having a conversahon with a journalist should make a note and copy it to hie 
press office.̂  n Is HMIC’s view that forces and authorities should record ail 
interactions between police emplo;^es and media representatives. The 
time and date of the meeting, brief details of purpose, content and 
persons involved should be recorded. An appropriate mecimnism should 
be in place to audit these records.

Most forces report having some degree of media training or awareness. 
Training is delivered sporadicaliy and may be role-specrfic (detectives or 
supervisors) or limited to senior officers (senior detectives, BCU Commanders 
and ACPO). Training currently focuses on the practical element of taking 
advantege of a single media opportunity; it does n(k explore the issues around 
appropriate police-media reiahonsMps or any broader legal and ethical 
concerns.

ITiere is a need for all forces to have and to apply a r^ar ethical framework and 
overtly stated values in which to operate. Staff need to know through 
reinforcement of messages, opportunities to explore such issues and through 
formal training the types of behaviour which are appropriate and would be 
supported. Organisational values should run through all areas of business and 
should be personally promoted by senior leaders through their words and 
actions.*v

HMIC has found evidence of good practice in tiiis area from within the Service 
and otiier organisations. A number of forces operate programmes that build 
upon a strong culture of ethics and values and are led by chief constebles. One 
private sector company we spoke to r^orted that a dear understanding of the 
company 'ethos' plus constant reinforcement ttirough management actions was 
of more benefit in getting people to do the right thing than the policies 
themselves. Not everything can be legislated for, but having a clear framework 
of standards and values to work with helps to ensure that sound decisions are 
made. This is reflected in the ACPO Decision Making Modef.̂ '*

HMIC carried out a benchmarking exerdse of public and private sector 
organisations, both nationally and internationally. The New Soutii Wales Police 
(NSW), Austialra. has an interesting media policy tiiat includes reforence to 
ethical behaviour and integrity. The NSW Police Media Policy, published in July 
2011, is a comprehensive conr̂ iiatlon of practical guidance including services 
on offer from the press offi::e; how to get the most from a media interview; and it 
reminds slaff of their personal responsibility in dealing with the media. Hc»wever, 
the policy Is part of a broader policy framework and specifically asks staff to 
read the policy in conjunction with the Code of C onduct and Edrics and the 
Contticts o f Interest: Policy and G uidelines. All employees are reminded th^

^  Contact wfth the media and others policy (July 2008- Ju^ 2012), UK B order/^ncy 
^  Unpublished as of 1
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breaches of the media policy may result in dfedplinary action arul/or criminal or 
civil sanctions',̂

In light of such benchmarking, considerafSon should be g^en to the 
development of a national media policy to include appropriate levels of 
interaction, social interaction and relationships, alongside practical 
guidance. The policy should be supported by a structured programme of 
media trMning and awareness and link into the broader legal and ethical 
framework and the Service’'s standards and valu^.

Police relationships with private investigators
HMIC has ateo considered inappropriate relationships and other abus^ of 
power in police relationships wttit private invesigators. There is no legal 
definition of a private investigator and anyone can become one. it is estimated 
that approximately 3,000 people are calling themselves private in̂ restigators 
although some put the f^ure as high as 10,000.^

Private investigators operate and provide support to many professions for a 
range of reasons and services. Journalists have confirmed that newspapers and 
broadcast media carry out their own investigations but may occasionally use 
private detective firms te obtain specie information. They consider that 
reporters then have a re^onsibilrty and accountability to their employers to 
ensure that eveiyteing the private deterge does on their behalf is fegitimate 
and within the law/*"24

The Association of British Investigators (ABI), endorsed by the Law Society in 
May 2011, m^es a dtetinction between private Investigators who are members 
of their Association and others. The ABI represents about 500 members who 
work to a code of conduct and anyone charged with an offence of dishonesty is 
suspended from being a member.

The ABI considers that tiie activities of informants or blaggers cannot be 
considered legitimate. They handle illegal information, have a narrow skill set 
and sell on the information they source. They tend to be self-employed and will 
sell to anyone who pays; because naiv^apers pay well they have pushed the 
price up. “They are no more private invesSgators tean  burg/ars”.^ The ABI feels 
that the trade in illegal information is a result of oiganisations misinterpreting 
data protection and management of police information issues.

The SOCA Strategic Threat Assessment̂  identifies the most significant threat 
nationally as information dteclosure to those involved In organised criminality, to 
friends and family, and to private investigators. However, there te limited

“  NSW Police Force Media Policy (July 2011), Public Affairs Branch

^  Eric Sheldermine (General Secretary) - Association of British Investigators

^  Crime Reporters Assodatton memorandum to HMIC (September 2011) — paraphrased.
^  Tony Imossi and Stuart Price, president and vice president entire Association of BriSsh 
invest^ators (August 2011)
“  ACCAGI  SOCA The threat to UK law enfbrcem erttfrom  conuphon, May 2010.
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information available on relationships within forces with private investigators. 
HMIC believes this reftects a lack of proactivity in thte area.

It was disappointing to note that whilst tills had been fiagged as a threat, HMIC 
found one force had authorised secondary employment for three officers 
working as private investigators. At least one of these had authority to 
investigate accidents for (Hl\̂ te insurance companies. Another force identifted a 
risk to their information security from staff who had left the organisation and 
were believed to have gone on to work in this area. No-one wtthin the 
organisation had declared an association with a private investigator. Other 
forces reported proactively monitoring relationships between its staff and private 
inv^gators but HMIC found these to be the exception.

The role of police authoritî  in governing and engaging in this area is clear but 
their acuity appears to be n^iigible. They have littie proactive oversight or 
scrutiny with at least one authority reporting that it saw itself having no specitic 
role in this area.

Around a quarter of all authorities reported having a media poliî  or protocol. A 
further two provided joint authority and force media protocols. At least eight 
police authorities rety on force communications’ teams while some use a PR 
corr^ny and others employ a media advisor or communications officer. Eight 
police authorities rerxirted receiving media training.

It is dear that in future PCCs and PCPs will need darity and support in this 
area.

WWIC A reviow of policcr relationsliip» 33
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3: Informallon disclosure

Inappropriate Inibmiatton disclosure is a risk facing all public and prhmte sector 
organisations. It can apply to personal, commercial or organlsadonal data. In an 
intelligence led policing environment to protect toe public aixi bring criminals to 
justice, information is dearly a key commodity. The nature of policing also 
makes it very high risk In terms of vulnerability to corruption, not least because 
of the dose contact wito criminals, information is therefore the currency of 
corruption and as such overlaps with all other sections of this rê new.

in addition to the legal requirements which apply to toe police in the same way 
they appty to all UK individuais and organisations, toe National Police 
Inr̂ rovement Agency (NPIA) produced guidance in 2006 (updated in 2010)^ for 
toe Police Service on behalf of ACPO: G uidance on Urn M anagem ent o f Police  
Inform ation (MoPI). This was a direct response to toe Bichard Inquiry following 
the murder of Holly Wells and Jessica Chapman in July 2002. Induded within 
toe MoPi Code is toe following requirement

“C h ie f O fficers ^ o u k i ensure ffia t arrangem ents w iffiin  th e ir forces fo r 
msffiaging police infonnation in d u d e procedures and technical m easures to 
p reven t unauthorised o r accidental access to, ^ e n d m e n t of, o r toss o f police  
in to n n a ^ n ”.

Studies over the last decade have established that it is difficult to assess toe 
extent of corruption, altoough it is apparent that information disclosure is toe 
most common type of corrupt adivity. This can indude obtoining information for 
personal purposes, passing information to friends and associates, leaks to the 
media, and deliberate leaks to criminals.

Disclosure to third parties with vested interests
Police forces sometirr^ charge administration fees, e.g. for the supply of 
crime/acddent report information to insurance corr̂ anies. In addition police 
forces receive a proportion of vehicfe reawery fees, which are charged to 
vehicle owners. Beyond tots toere are no arrangements between police forces 
and otoers in relation to Referral F^s (‘paymente made to intenriediaries for 
insurance daimants’ c^es’̂ ). HMiC has found no evidence of police officers 
passing infermation to insurance companies or daims management companies 
for personal financial gain. Data provided by forces and authorities to HMiC 
show that there have been at least 28 recorded complainte regarding officers 
passing informatton to Insurance companies over toe last five years and one 
complaint alleging that information was passed to a dams management

^  NPIA (2010) Guidance on tfie management o f pofioe mhmnaSon. Available from 
www.nD)a.aov.uk

“  Association of British insurers (September 2011) Tacking the Compensation Culture: The 
L eg ^  Aid, Sentendng and Puni^m ent d  Offenders BiB.
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cases were details being sold to insurance

The iPCC reports that osmpiaints (substantiated and unsubsUintiated) in 
relation to improper disclosure of information have been made against every 
force in England and Wales in the financial year 2009/10, but these amounted 
to only 2% (1,189) of complaints against toe police*®. Furtoer, date protection 
complaints on policing and criminal re<»rds to toe ICO In 2010/11 amounted to 
5% of all sutto complaints received by toe ICO. More complaints were received 
by the ICO in relation to lenders (13%), general business (11%), diretrf 
marketing (9%), local government (7%) and health (6%).“

It should be noted toat some cases inappropriate information disclosure arise 
as a resuit of carelessness or not following procedures. For example, in one 
force an example was provided of a recent leak to local media regarding toe 
purchase of tend by the police authority linked to disruption of an organised 
crime group. A review pointed towards the poor handling of confidential waste 
by the force or authority rather than deliberate disclosure of infomnation.

Officers and stefF infenriewed in all forcas expressed a clear view that 
information should not be disclosed to third parties unless there is a policing 
need. In one force it was commented that this had been taken so senousiy by 
officers and steff that it had created some ctoaltenges when legitimate enquiries 
had been made by authorised agencies with whom the force held information 
sharing agreemente as steff had been reluctant to divulge infotmation to third 
parties.

When infomiatfon is disctosed, regardless of the intention, toe content will often 
find its way to criminals who will use it to frustrate police action®̂  Therefore 
addressing this risk involves forces and authorities having adequate informatten 
security controls and processes.

Forty forces (90%) provided HMIC with an Information Security Policy or 
Strategy document as part of this review. This compares virito 55% of UK 
corr^ntes overall and 88% of large UK companies whidi have a documented 
serxjrlty policy .̂

Forces have some form of training relating to information security and data 
profecfion issues. However, we found this to be variable. Only 40% of UK 
companies provide cmgoing security awaren^ to staff®. Nevertheless, 
interviews conducted by HMIC highfighted varying awareness by officers and

IPCC (2010) Police Comf̂ aints: StaSeScs for En^mrd Wa^es 2009/10.
Intormafim Cmim^ioner’s Annual Report and Finmciai Statamenis 2010/11 (5  Ju ly  2 0 1 1 )

^  PoJfce Corruption in England and Wate$: An as^asment of current evidence (2003), Home 
Office

“  Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform — Information Security Breaches 
Survey (2008) Conducted by Price Waterhouse Coopers.

Police Corruptfon in England and Wales: An asses^ent of current evidence (2003), Home 
Office
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staff of information security issues. This was despite a commitment by forces to 
raising informafion security awareness (e.g. posters, autc»nat‘c message at the 
logon ̂ g e , poHdes).

We found a lack of consistency narionalty in the level of proactive monitoring. 
The differenoes can be attributed, at least in part, to toe wide variation in 
resources, technology and systems being used. For eî mple, not all systems 
have a minimum standard for checking user activity, whilst others such as toe 
Police National Computer have nationalfy set standards on toe volume of 
transaction monitoring chedcs which should be undertaten in each force.

At a national level, the NPIA maintatos the Service’s Warning and Reporting 
Point (WARP), which records Information security incidents reported by forces 
in order to share the risk nationally and identily trends. Ail forces are required 
to engage by virtue of the ACPO (2009) Information Systems Community 
Security Policy. However 12 forces (28%) foiled to submit their last quarterly 
return. The NPIA acknowledge that there is significant underreporting: ‘toe 
s h ee r variaSon in f ^ r e s  from  one fo rce to another ssjggests that the overaH  
picture o f security incidente across the cximmunity is  signH icanO yincom piefe^.

When adjusted to foke account of those forces that did not submit a data return 
from the last quarter, the information indicate toat naUonally toere are currently 
around 12 unauthorised dtedeure a month, and 11 instances of toe misue of 
systems. The level of underreporting can be aeesed by comparing this vwth 
toe date provided by forces and authorise to HMIC. This data suggete that 
since April 2011 toere have ben 634 investigations into information disclosure 
(excluding disclosure to toe media and social networidng) natbnaliy.

Data provided by force and authorities to HMIC shows that m et cases of 
inappropriate information disclosure reult in no further action being taken. This 
can partly be explained by toe foct toat a number of claims of inappropriate 
discleure are, in fact, unsubstantiated and some emplaints relate to police 
officers and staff appropriately disdelng information in toe course of their 
dutie. A total of 6,895 in^^tigations were conducted from April 2006. More 
serious sanctions such as a caution, fine, warning or dismissal were taken in 
only 481 cases. Forces should consider how b ^ t to prevent, monitor, 
investigate and take acHon against officers and staff in relatilon to 
Information disclosure, which should include reference to all other areas 
of tote review and inappropriate associations.

Social networking
Social networking is viewed by forces as a significant and increasing risk. 
Nevertheless, initiai indications are that toe actual numbers of officers and staff 
identî ing themselv^ openly as such on social networking sites are relatively 
low, although it is accepted toat the number of people participating in social 
networking more widely is increasing.

NPIA Incident Analysis F )̂ort 0611:1 March 2011- 30 June 2011 
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Independent research commissioned by HMtC showed that, based on a study 
of eight poKî  forces, 3.4% (1,349) of poHce officers and sfoff Identified 
themselv^ openly as such on sodal netwoildng sites. 15.4% (152) of those 
with a viewabfo profile displayed police-relaled content in Iheir profile picture, for 
example photos in uniform.

Anal^is of the data provided to HMIC by fcHces and authorities shows that in 
2006/07 five complaints were received in relation to information deciosures via 
social media. This figure increased to 57 in 2010/11. Forces undertook 11 
investigations into information disclosure via social medto in 2006/7 and 150 in 
2010/11. However, this should be taken in foe context of foe growth of social 
media.

The increased use of social networking can bring big benefite, as an intelligence 
and investigative tool, and in terms of officers and staff being able to engage 
with their communWes. However, its use also poses risks which need to be 
understood and managed.

NPIA issued the ‘Engage: Digital and Social Media Engagement’ document in 
2009 ,̂ the purpose of which is to assst police officers and staff using 
technology when engaging with their corraounlties. Whilst this provides 
guidance and prindpies whidi should apply when using sodal networking in a 
professional capad^, no national guidance has been provided for officers and 
staff communicating via social networks in personal or private capacities.

We found incondstenc  ̂between forces in terms of foe type and level of detail 
in policies and guidance foey have develrnied in-house, although more forces 
have issued a policy or guidance on the private use of sodal networking by staff 
than not (30 prodded a copy to HMIC). HMIC suggests that ail forces need to 
have a policy in place if tfmy are to be abie to effectively protect their 
reputation through steff use of social networking.

Further, HMIC interviewed officers, staff and representatives from Staff 
Msoctetions who all expressed a desire to be given greater daf% on what is 
acceptable behaviour when communicating online. These interviews also 
showed that in forces whidi have issued sodat networking guidance, offfoers 
and staff were still undear or unaware that such guidance existed. Boundaries 
can be blurred between the professional and personal use of sodal networking.

In the absence of clanty, most officers and steff seem to be adopting a ‘common 
sense’ af^roach to use of social networking. HMIC’s commissioned research 
has shown that inappropriate aĉ vity through sodaf networking is also low. The 
research concluded that:

‘Overall, foe cmline conduct o f foose police officers and s ta ff exam ined as p art 
o f this analysis w as o f a  high sfancfencf. Only 2 %  o r 43  individuals eng ag ed  in 
conduct foaf may b e co n sit^ red  inappropriate b y  foe g & ie ra l public.’

35 www.cfnp.ntMa.Dolice.uk/ifile6/din enoaae v6.pdf
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However, there are marked variations between the forces analysed in terms of 
the proportion of identic users irtaking inappropriate comments. In fhre forces 
less than 1% of users revievî d made any inappropriate posts although 
conversely in one force 13.3% of users had made inappropriate corrvnenfs or 
posted inappropriate photographs. Acts deleted Included displays of nud% or 
partial nudity, offen^ve and abusive language and excessh  ̂ alcohol 
consumption.

There is evidence of relationships, or at least dialogues, being facilitated 
through soda! networking sites between officers and Journalists from the 
national media -  evident in the onlir  ̂conversations being held particularly on 
Twitter. Whilst such conversations are transparent and can be viewed by any 
interested party, the nature of this form of media enables journalists to cast their 
net more widely for sources and quotes. This is therefore a growing aspect of 
the relationships between the police and the medte (local and national) which 
further highlights the need for greater darlty.

HMIC found limited monitoring of social networking by forces and authorities. 
The monitoring that takes pia(» is often reacthre, for sample in response to a 
complaint being made by a rmmber of staff about a colleague, or is proactively 
sought from a reputational perspedtive. HlVUC’s research shows that there are 
forces in other countries, such as the Los Angeles Police Department and New 
South Wales Police, whose guidance is clear regarding the monitoring they 
undertake.

However, 37 (84%) police forces provided some evidence of internet 
monitoring, although this varied from monitoring the amount of time individuals 
spend online to monitoring what individuals look at online. Thte compare with 
46% of UK businesses which log and monitor web access.

Forces and authorities each take different approaches to the abiiily of officers 
and staff to log on to social networking sites in the workplace.

The majority of investigations into inappropriate use of social networking ate 
resolved locaKy, either through management advice, steff training, Interviews or 
an apology being issued to the corr̂ lainant. In only 67 of a total of 469 cases 
was more serious action, such as a caution, fine or dismissal, taken against the 
individual. This could be due to this being a relatively new issue for the Police 
Service which is not subject to dear policies and guidance and therefore tends 
to be dealt with less harshly than other forms of information disclosure.

Overall, whilst information d'tsdosute does hempen in tee Service, there are 
relatively few cases when compared with other organisations. Nevertheless, 
when disclosure does occur, tee legal and reputational ramifications <̂ n be 
considerable.

Forces and authorities need to have a consistent approach to preventing, 
investigating and responding to Infoimation disclosure issues, whether 
such disclosure is to the press and broadcast media, via social 
networking or to c ^ r  third parties. This would include clear processes to 
identify and assess the links between the risk of information disclosure and 
other aspect of integrity covered in this revi^: gratuities and hospitality,
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procurement and second jobs. Furthemnore, since irtformation is the currency of 
corruption, as discussed earlier, it is also Important to recognise diat corruption 
requires the partidpation of others, and therefore inappropriate assodations 
need to be addressed. Currently, whilst all forces and authorities demonstrated 
a commidnentto preventing and investigating drsctosuies, the level of success 
in adiieving this varies.

in relation to social networking, officers arrd staff seek greater darity about the 
boundaries In professional and personal use if die risk of Inappropriate use is 
not to inraease. Consideration should be given to risk assessing social 
media and to explore options for monitoring use by officers and staff and 
to ensuring that all police officers and steff understand the boundari^ 
within which to operate on social networking sites -  clearly explaining the 
boundaries for professional and personal use.

H M IC (2 0 11)  A  reviracr o f poUco rolatfonships 39
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4: Gratuities and hospitality

The HMIC Inspection of Police Integrity, Securing and M aintaining P u b iic  
Cof^ence,^ publBhed in June 1999, revealed that in some forces there was 
no policy or guidance covering gratuities and ho îtatity. In those forces where 
a policty existed it varied in quality. Some forces had endeavoured to put a value 
on gratuities that could be aotepted, although the type of gift or circumstances 
allowing Its acceptance was left open to wide interpretation.

The key recommendation arising frc»n this inspection vias:

‘C h ie f C o n sta te s shou ld  sfafe d ea rly  and regularfy what is, and is  not, 
accepfabfe pracSce in  ra sp ed  o f gratu^ es\

This review identities a similarly mixed pidture across the Service. Whilst every 
force now has either a distinct ’Gratuities or Hospitality' policy or guidance 
contained within a 'Professional Standards' or 'Integrity' Policy, there remains a 
great deal of inconsistency in terms of the guidance given to staff.

It is worthy of note that staff readily know how to gain aotess to the specific 
policies as they are, in the mam, readily available via their force systems. 
Findings from this review show that only 20 forces provided steff with a dear 
framework to assist their decision making process for accepting or declining a 
gift. A landscape, similar to that found in 1999 is still evident Fifteen forces 
have attempted to place an acceptable value on gratuities ranging between £5 
and £75.

Few police authorttles have gratoities and hospitality polides with reliance being 
placed on guidance outlined in their natkma) code of conduct for members. This 
sefe a monetary value of £25 for accepting gifts or hospitality, although this was 
often at variance with the value pr^cribed the force for its staft.

HMIC believes forces and authoritî  should be working to the same standards 
and values. This is an area that should be considered further prior to the 
election of PCCs.

All forces and authorities have a recording mechanism for gratuities and 
hospitality: but these ate not consistently oompfeted in most cases. This 
Includes both chief officer regteters as well as departmental and BCU registers. 
There are many examples of departments and BCUs not recordfrig anything at 
all (even though focus grou|:KS and interviews confimied that hospitality had 
b^n received). There is e v in ce  of officers recording the receipt of gifts in 
their pocket note books rather tiian in the formal registers.

“  HMIC (1999) Po/fce in te g ^ : securing and maintaining publ'm con^ence. Available from 
www.hmiaQov.uk
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In the absence of dearer rules, police officers and staff endeavour to define 
what should and should not be acc^ted based upon their own concept of what 
is right and what is wrong and where the boundartes of appropriateness lie. 
There is sound evidence that in doing so those junior staff understand the 
impact of their own dedsion maldng on the force’s reputation. They looi^  to 
senior o ffice  to lead by example although in many cases felt that senior 
leadership was lacking.

Whilst not all staff members were formally aware of their force’s specific policy 
or guidance, the review found that they were able to demonstrate a strong 
inherent ‘morai omipass’ and common sense approach to toe boundaries of 
acceptobility in tune with this local approach. This was parhdilarly af^arent 
amongst junior staff.

The review found that toe gifts accepted by members of forces ranged from 
small value items such as tins of btecutts and chocolates to higher value gifts 
such as concert and sporhng event tidcets. We found numerous examples of 
senior officers accepting hospitality from suppliers and others who were 
tendering for business. In a number of fon^s, concert and premter sporting 
avent tidcete were accepted from companies which were tendering for business 
or had been successful in tender. Whilst tote hospitality had been recorded it 
could be viewed, by some, as being inappropriate.

As stated above, all forces retain a register as a matter of record, but only three 
use this tor any proactive purpose; this limits the potential to identify current or 
emerging risks surrounding interdepend^cies like contract or business 
intereste. TTife also reduces the opportunity for timely intervention.

A review of force hospitality regteters across England and Wales supplied to 
HMIC for the liast five years showed 9,600 entries, of which less than 1% (68) of 
gratuities and hospitality were received from the media. Twenty-three forces 
had recorded enhies relating to the media.

Governance was found to be limited and there is IHtle evidence of any 
systemised audit of either toroe or autoority registers with only nine forces 
demonstrating clearer governance over their registers. Governance was 
evidenced through a number of differ^t approaches which included a single 
register and owner, regular audit by head of PSD and integrity/standards lead 
(deputy chief constable), abiRty of all staff to seek advice from PSD and the 
publication of lessons learnt to promote organisationai learning. Evidence was 
found of regteters being made available for public scrutiny, with 38 forces 
publishing their regteters externally. However thte relates predominantiy to chief 
officer records. There is also a lack of challenge around the receipt of gifts or 
hospitality which may, in hindsight, appear inappropriate.

Only one force was found to have considered the Hnk between the acceptance 
of gifts and hospitality from the media. Eighteen forces recognised toe link 
between their procurement processes and the receipt of gifts and hospitality.

Similarly only three police authorities exercise any form of governance over 
force gift and hospitality registers which te limited to meetings with or reports

H M IG (2 0 11)  A  review  o f poBce rela& onshipo 4 1
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from the Head of PSD. There is an adcnowledgement by authotfies fliat 
they need to have a more intrusive rofe.

The review dearfy identified that there was disparity around which business 
function owned ‘gifts and hospitality' with a clear overview by a senior manager. 
Ownership ranged between Finance, Procur^nent, Human Resources and 
PSD. Forces are urî d to consider which business function is best placed to 
provide the necessary synergy to set, maintain and police standards across the 
organisation. HMIC sugg^ts that this function sits most appropriately 
within PSDs.

This review looked at many organisadons both nationaliy and internationally to 
seek out good practice. It was evident that in those organisations there was a 
mbced bag with Inconsistencies around boundaries of ^ a t is and what is not 
act^tabie. There are also marked differences in how the receipt of gifts and 
hospitality is recorded and audited. In 2008, for example, the Public Service 
Commission of South Afnca published a r^ort on the management of gifte in 
the public service.®̂  Thfe found a total disregard to the Code of Conduct for toe 
Public Service with 65% of Public Department not having a ‘Gift and 
Hospitality’ poik  ̂or a register.

A review by Deloitte of the New Zealand Treasury, published on 5**̂ October 
2011,®® highlighted similar issues to those found by HMIC across the Police 
Service in terms of setting dear boundaries, recording, governance, auditing 
and transparency.

Tht review has found a comnx>n theme of inconsistency across all forces and 
authorities around aa»pting and recording gift and hospitality including 
instance of where gifts and hospitality have been offered but declined. It is also 
clear that in the absence of clear standards officers and staff use their own 
‘moral comps^’ and own personal values to inform their decision making which 
is usually sound.

This review did not find any exemplary flramework being demonstrated by 
comparator organisations which coukt be transposed into the Police Service. 
The review has, hcswever, identified toolkite and models which have been 
adapted by public ser^r organisations following their own experiences.

HMiC suggests that the service needs to adopt a national stondard which 
clearly defines the boundaries of acceptability around Gifts and 
Hospitality. This should include recording practices which iliusirate what 
is botii accepted and declined so that the full nature of the relationship is 
transparent

The nature of relationships and how toey are perceived is constantly changing 
and need to be kept under regular review. Leaders mimt gu'tde where the

^  Public Service Commission (i2008) Management o f Gifts m the PubSe Service. 
m D Jlm m :m fo.aov.2sMewfDom\oa<i¥iteAcSon7\ti=9A062

D ekM e (2011) The Treasury: Review o f g ^ s  and hospSafify poifcy. 
httD:/̂ naa.scooQ;co.nz/media/Ddfs/1110/debittegiftoctl 1 .pdf
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service needs to position 'rî elf in the ftiture around consistent standards and 
behaviours.

Case Study

The review dearly found inconsistencies across all forces around what Is 
accepted, declined and the rationale behind the decision malcing process. It Is 
apparent that forces need to IdentHy where the lines are drawn r^ardlng these 
areas.

Whitton (2005)̂  devised an interesting toolkit for rr^naging conflict in the public 
sector. This non-technicai, practfĉ i help for offidafo to recognise prcfolematic 
situab'ons and assidthem in ensuring integrity and organisational reputation are 
not compromised. The tools are based on examples resound coirflid-of-interest 
policy and practice drawn from various Organisation for Ecxrnomic CoHoperation 
and Deveioprmnt (OECD) member and non-member countries.

Within the toolldt he devised a 'Gift and Gratuities’ checklist This is contained 
within the mnemonic GIFT: -

G enuine - is this ofier made for reasons of genuine appreciation for something i 
have done, without any encouragement from me?
I ndep^dent - If I accept K, would a reasonable bystander be confident that I 
could be independent in doing my job?
F ree - Could I always feel free of any obligation to do something in return for 
the donor?
T ransparent - Would I be comfortable if the gift was transparent to my 
organisation, its clients and to the public?

HMIC believes that this simple checklist like this would allow s ^  to 
make an informed spontaneous decision when they are offered a gift or 
hos^taiity,___________________________________________________

OECD publishing (2005) Managing confflfcf cfintemst in ffw pubiic sector A tooths
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5: ProcureiTient and contractual relatfonshlps

The Police Servicse in England and Wales spends aix>ut ES.Sbn each year on 
goods and service, of which £2.8bn @ spent ttrough contracts let nationally, 
region^V or locally. NPtA expenditure on behalf of the Service accounts for the 
£500m balance. Police procurement is high on the national agenda with recent 
legislative changes  ̂made to ensure that the Police Sendee budget is managed 
as efficiently as possible, ft has been estimated by Nkrk Herbert, Minister for 
Policing and Criminal Justice, that at least £2Q0m a year can be saved by 
2014/15, by a reshaping of hc»tf police procurement is managed across the 
country.'*̂

Adequate and appropriate intrusion and scrutiny of procunement is criticai to 
ensuring ethk l̂ behaviour and transparency of process. Scrutiny of Police 
Service procurement activity should exist at different levels. Police authoifties 
have a key role to pfey in holding force spending to account on behalf of the 
public, supported by PSD and ^ief officer intrusion on behalf of the forc». 
These operational controls should be reinlbrc^ by internal and external audit 
sys^ns to ensure financial probity.

We found overall governance and scrutiny of procurement and conteacte to be 
inconsistent across forces. Of particular concern is the extent to which PSDs 
and authorities do not engage in procurement issues. Only 15 forces made 
dear reference to issues of probity and integrity in relation to procurement and 
<x>ntractual relationships in the documentation they provided.

The review found that PSDs primarily deal with complaints from members of the 
public and lead internal misojnduct investigations. However, they have a 
legitimate preventative remit araoss ail force activities (induding procurement 
and contracting), to ensure that atlegations of wrong doing are investigated and 
that the highest standards of integi% are mainteined.

Not all PSDs recogntee procurement and contracting as an area where they 
have a legitimate preventathre and intrusive role to play. Eleven force PSDs 
stated that they do not have any engagement witii procurement processes and 
none of the documentation submitted to toe review explicitiy advocated or set 
out proadive PSD involvement in cxmtractual probity. Where PSDs do enga^, 
their involvement is mainly reactive as a result of complaints made to respective 
departmente or, less fiequentiy, from confidentiat reporting medianisms, rather 
than as a result of any planned prevention or proactivity. Since 2006/07 there 
has been a total of 67 PSD led investigations into procurranent and/or

^  The Police Act 1996 (Equipment) Regulations 2011, enacted 04 March 2Q-\ 1, 
htto://www. leaistation.aov.uk/uksi/Z011/3D0/contents/macte (13/10/11)

Heibert, N, High Level Working Group on Police Value for Money (19 April 2011),
httn7/www, home^ce-oov. uk/publicatiQns/oolioe/Dolice-ftianoe/Doiice-vfrn-hlwg- 
comm unieation?view=Binarv. (13/10/11)
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contractual concerns across the Service. Of these, only five (three in 2010/11) 
were proactive in or în.

This re\TOw has identified signfficant differences In how respective police 
authorities engage wWi procurement and contracSng, ranging from passive 
receiver of information (once deciwns have been made and contrarcte signed), 
to active Involvement In decision nraking processes, including, in some forces, 
aufoority members sitting on tender panels. Only two force procurement 
documents made avaiteble to HMiC advocated the expected levei of proactivity 
and intrusion from aufoon'ties. This difference of approach is iliushated by two 
contrasting ccxTiments made by two polite authority chairs:

Chair A: “/ pay a c h ie f constable to  w orry about th a t sort o f ffiing .”

This compares to a more intrusive approadi demonstrated by:

Chair B: “W e don't have a ll the answ ers b u t w e like to th ink w e h ave  a ll the  
q u e ^ io n s ”

Chief officers and senior staff also play a vital rote in the management and 
control of force spending and should demonstrate the highest levels of integrity 
in their dealings with those who aspire to have financial interests with their 
force. Therefore it is crucial that any contect between chief officers and 
suppliers is ethical, transparent and open to scrutiny. However, this is not 
always ffie case. For example, no e\ndence vras found of cross-referencing 
chief officers’ gifts and hospitaBty regteters against «>ntract registers. Neither 
was there evidence of police authorittes’ intrusive examination of relationships 
in these areas. HMIC suggests lliat PSDs and police authwities should 
work together with chief officers in a more co-ordinated and pro active 
manner to ensure effective intrusicm and oversight of procurement and 
contractual matters. There needs to be effective monitoring at all financiai 
levels and this also requires scrutiny of force credit cards and 
procurement cards where they are used.

Thresholds
Rules governing high level spend (curren% £156,000 for goods and servfces) 
are presolbed by EU procurement legislation and associated procedures. 
Documentation provided and fieldwoilc inter\^ws conducted gave a clear 
indiceffion that major procurements and contracts are being professionally and 
consistently managed in accordance with EU legislation, with appropriately 
qualified staff fulfilling key procurement rotes in all forces.

All forces have either embarked upon procurement collaborations, or are in foe 
process of doing so. Thfe ranges from 13 forces involved in a forensic services 
consortium, to smaller scale arrangement with local authorities and 
neighbouring forces, with foe aim of sharing back office functions. The 
underlying objective behind ail of these arrangements is to achieve better value 
for money and economic of scale. However, integrity concerns arising from 
these collaborations must not become subordinate to foe commercial drivers.

H M C  ( ^ 1 )  A  review  o f p o n ce  re laSo n sh ip s 4 5
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Below the finencial limit at which the EU iluesholds and rules apply there are 
significant cfifiierences of approach witti no apparent rules to fbitow any 
particular good practice or presot̂ ed approach. Tliis is rhc t̂ noticeable at the 
lowest levels of expenditure where forces differ greatly about how much an 
individual can spend without engaging in any kind of process. This
includes differing degrees of intrusion and supervisfen where efficiency and

Higher expenditure will naturally tend to demand greater controls. However, 
little control exists in the majority of forces if the spend is below £5,000, where 
we believe the ACPO Decision Msridng Model (DMM)^ principles of robust yet 
proportionate and transparent conhrols comrrrensurate with the risk posikl, 
should apply. The evident lack of controls around low level spend gives rise to 
the risk of ‘maverick* multiple low level transactions goir^ undetected making 
the existence of appropriate controls and soutiny equally Importan t

The recent IPCC investigation  ̂(Operation Cosperville) into tee abuse of AMEX 
cards in the MPS demonstrates very dearly how poor policies coupled with 
ineffective scrutiny can l^ve multiple non-compliant low level spends 
undetected. However, the probfem is not confined to tiie Police Serwce, and 
extends elsewhere in tee public sector.'̂

The use of procurement and credit cards offers a less bureauoatic and quicker 
method of making low cost purchases, but the tPCC investigatioii highlighted 
tee potential for ma^r reputetional damage and signiticant fteandal loss 
resulting from inadequate controls and monltcHing. Usage of procurement and 
credit cards differs dramatically between forces with some having less than ten 
nominated card holders, to another force which reported having in excess of 
350 cards currentiy in circulation (officers and police stafl).'̂ ®

In total (excluding tee MPS), police forces in England and Wales have 
approximately 2,700 procurement and credit cards in circulation enabling the 
purchase of goods and services at the lower tevel spend threshold, with a 
potential cumulative annual spend of £100 million pounds (on average, credit 
limMs range between £2,000 to £5,000 per monte). With a range of different 
chedcs and batences thfe level of inconsistent̂  controlled exî nditere 
represents a major risk to public money and n«y give nse to significant 
reputational damage to tee Senri(».

Organisational learning
Isolated pockets of good practice exist in all areas of procurement and 
contracting but there is little evidence of cross force identification and

UnpubBshed as of 13/10/11
^ IPCC, Abuse by Metrqpolitan Police Issued Cards, M anned Investlgaflon, Coramissloners 
Report (September 2011), www.iDec.aov.uk/.../annex oonumfesloners report 280911.pdf 
(13/10/11)
** The Tim es, 28 October 2011 (p.26).

^ To note, these figures exclude the MPS,
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dissemination of good practice, with ‘organisational learning* for the Service as 
a whole clearly compromis l̂. The inconsfetency of approaches across England 
and W a^  generates organisational cor^sion and practices that are 
acceptable in one force area are unacceptebî  in others.

The folfowing examples arising from HMiC fieldwork are illustrative of some of 
the differences in current practices:

• Some forces vet their civilian procurement staff to a higher level than 
many operational colleagues, which recognises the importance and 
vulnerability of key procurement posfo and manages the risk of 
unrestrir̂ ed access to police estate and systems.

• Some fbrc^ vet key individuais, such as Company Direcfors, before a 
contract is awarded (including financial chedcs). Most forces wtti do this 
after a contract has been awarded, relying only upon tiie honesty of the 
information provided by confiectors rather than on any proactivity or 
intrusion by force vetting units,

• One force registored all contractors onto a database making all 
photographs and security ciearamto toveis available to all police force 
members.

• There is limited evidence of cross checking gratuity and hospitality 
registers against contractors (and vice versa) either at tender stage or 
otherwise.

• The point at which police authorities are required to sanction the release 
of funds varies significantiy from £20,000 in one force to over £500,000 
in another.

• High profile cases involving allegations of wrong doing in respect of 
contractual matters are not being de-briefed to ensure that lessons are 
being learned.

HlunC su^ests that national good practice should be shared and 
implemented by all forces to ensure a consistent and risk<aware approach 
to the procurement of goods and services with standardised checks and 
balances at difforent financial levels. We believe that tills should include a 
moratorium on hospitaiity during tendering processes between pcriice 
employees, members of police authorities and potential contractors.

Commercialisation offerees
There fe evidence that forces are engaging in a rarrge of sponsorship and 
commercially oriented ventures to generate additional income. Additional 
income generation praĉ î es are subject to specific ACPO guidance and there is 
a Service-wide network of income generation officers, but job descriptions and 
force practices vary.

Whilst not the focus of the re^ew, some Junfor staff and officers raised 
commerclalfsation of forces as something of a grey area. This, in some 
circumstances, was seen by them to potentially undermine the integrity and 
professionalism of the Police Service, or the perception of this (e.g. commerdai 
sponsorship of cars, uniform and equipment). There needs to be (X}nsistency 
aoDss the Police Service as to where the boundaries lie and the e)dent to which
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commercbiisation trough sponsorship and inc(»ne generation are acceptabie 
to both officers and the public.
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6: Secondary business in terest and conflict 
of Interest

Secondary business inter^ts and risk
At 31 March 2011, lUie police In England and Wales (including BTP) ^ployed 
141,741 officers and 95,761 staff including PCSOs). Of these, officers have 
declared 14,916 business inten^ts and staff have declared 4,413 with their 
force, the most a)mmon being property letting.̂  The inference is that business 
interests within the Police Service are not significantly distinguishable in this 
regard horn the rest of the poputedion. This is to be welcomed as policing must 
be representative of the wider sodety. Public perception work undertaken by 
HMIC, indicated there vms nothing wrong vrith police officers and staff having a 
second job as long as it did not conflict with their primary duty.

HMIC’s understanding frcrni forces and authorities is that the number of officers 
and staff with additional employment is likety to increase over tiie rx>ming years, 
due in part to the economic lunate and the impact of the Winsor reviews.'̂  ̂
Twenty-eix forces see this as a key rfek area. The Police Mutual Assurance 
Society (PMAS) analysis of financially stressed members provides a 
comprehensive profile against which staff can be assessed for risk and 
vutnerabiiity. This anatysb indicates that 20,526 officers and stoff are defined as 
'financialty stressed’ to >«iT̂ ng degrees^. Despite ttiis level of information, only 
five forces have implemented anything I3<e formal intelligence-gathering or 
enforcement plans to address the issue. As with many other areas a>vered in 
this report, activity by PSDs Is sporadic and reactive, due mainty, aax>rding to 
those intenriewed, to under-resourcing, but also in part to a lack of awareness 
of the level of risk to the force vriien faced with dubious secondary occupations 
or assodations. For example. In 2010^11 nationalty there were 82 invesl̂ ations 
into secondary occupations: the lowest figure since 2008/09. Of these five were 
proactive. Between April and September 2011 forces have reported no 
proactive Investigations from  a total of 38.^ This Is at the same time as risk due 
to business Interests appears to be Increasing.

^ These figures should be treated with caution as there is inconsistency vrith the way fences 
record this data. There are instances of where police officers and police staf have more titan 
one secondary errqiioyment recorded. Not alt forces have been able to assure HMIC with 
complete certein^ whether in some cases Police Staff figures are included in the total for Police 
Officers.
^  Independent Review of Aofice Offfeer and Sfaff R &nuneta^ and Condi^ns. Cm8024. 
March 2011 htto://review.oolice.uk/DutriiGations/945287?view=Binatv

^  PMAS analyst shtwys 8.8% of steff are at financial risk. PMAS states as of June 201 Ithe 
definitiwr of Financial Risk in this contwd is “current abffiy to meet current financial 
commtoifients*. An individual witii “very high fkiancaal risk* has the potential for bankruptcy or 
equivalent A  medium risk inefividaal has a very fow financial cushion and is in a vulnerable 
financial situation, which could deteriorate quiddy.
*  HMIC (2011). Results tiran integrfty questionnaire sent to ail fbrees.
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The regulatoiy fr^nework
Unlike many areas of integrity, business interest of police officers are 
l̂ islated for In the Poli<» Regulations 2003®°, specifIcalJy Regulation 7®''. An 
officer must apply for permission to have a business interest, whereupon

the ch ie f oflfcer sh a ll deterrm ne whether o r n o t the In te rest In queshon Is  
competUMe w ih i the m em ber concerned rem & ning a m em ber o f the force.*®̂

Cleariy mut̂  hinges on an interpretation of “oompatible” and the legislation is 
silent on that point. Consequently. ACPO has provided guidance®® to assist in 
the decision riiaking process around compat9>iiity. This provides examples of 
four business interests that could be incompa t̂e,®  ̂together with reasons why. 
To illustrate the imprecise aî lication of the guidance, HMiC has found 
approved business interests in all four of the areas illustrated, namely driving (in 
14 forces), financial consultancy (in two forces), Taser training/personal 
protective equipment instruction or other policing skills (in 21 forces) and driving 
instruction (in five forces)®®. Thte vartetion also applied to media-connected 
additional employment: in two metropolitan forces examples vî re found that 
included media consuttants, a role that was rejected as incompatible elsewhere.

Ail forces provided HMIC with their policies in tiiis area. All correctly reflected 
the legal requirement for officers to apply for permtssfon and referenced foe 
ACPO guidance. However, there is little consistency between forces in foe vmy 
policies are presented or indeed in foe way the process is managed (see The 
A uthorisation P rocess below).

Police staff are not legally required to register business interests, but some 
forces encourage them to comply with foe relevant policies that apply to 
officers. Five forces have taken foe opportunity to re-frame staff contracts of 
employment to obt'̂  reporting of second Jobs. HMIC v l̂comes this as it can 
only benefit both the force and staf̂  it removes any doubt as to whether 
external activities could impinge on the very important wcHk done by police staff, 
who increasingty have foe same access to police informsriion and resources as 
their warranted counterparta.

The aufoorisation process
HMIC found that generally the process used for validating additional 
employment applications is superfraal and administrative; overall there is very 
little evaluation of the business ratfonale, the worldng time implications or any

® (2003) No. 527. httpy/www.ieafetation.aov.uk/uksiffiQ03/527/oorrtsnts/made 
INd. httP:/A vw w .la3isiation.qov.uk/uksi/2003/527fr6Q U lation/7/m ade 

^ Ibid. Regulation 7(2), emphasis added.

(2009) Gaidence oa ffw Msata^eimM (̂ Busaiess Interests & Additional OccupaSbns for 
Pofce Officers and Police Stdf.
http://www.acpo.polic8.uk/docufTients/Workforoe/2009/200911WDBIA001.Dclf 
^  Ibid. Appendix C.

Full fbrce-by-force data was not obtained, but as an example, one large force approved over 
twenty officers' second jobs wftli a shgle private contractor offeitig "specialised driver* services
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inherent riste to Service r^utation. Notably, there is no checking (covert or 
overt) of apî catiohs that have b^n refused to see whether the hidividual has 
gone ahead and embarked upon their business in ters ariyvray. This inciuctes 
repeat applicants who inexplicably stop submtttirtg applications. Although tire 
far̂  that guirfeince -  however vague -  exists at all is commendable, the reliance 
on chief officers’ dtecretion is ti'oubllng in view of the inconsistent already 
outlined. Most notable by their absence in effectively regulating this area of 
inlegrfty are poltee authoritî . Only one authority actively drives integrity around 
business interests and it was clear to HMIC teat this permeates through to the 
force. Consequently, only five percent of afpiteations which tee force rejects are 
overturned on appeal to the authority, as everyone involved In the process in 
the force is ctear on the boundaites of acceptability and how te best evidence 
their dea'sion-making.

Not all chief officers are involved in, or become aware of, the additional 
employment decisions made at other levels of tee force. This leads to a 
significant variation -  not only within a forc» but between forces -  as to what is 
acceptable additional employment, and what is not. Only seven forces ensure 
detailed consideration of applications in a Forum led by the head of PSDs, with 
Staff Association representatives, in one case the deputy chief constable is the 
appeal auteortiy. Other forces are more ad hoc and have no PSD involvement, 
with additional employment being seen only as an HR issue.

Forces and authorities appeared uns'̂ hted on the tax implications for steff of 
their secondary bu^ness interests and tee legal, reputational and v^ifare 
issues that (xxuld result should staff fall foul of tax taw requirements.

Clearly all the above indicates a need for the Service to have a robust process 
for consistently applying the law, with dear definitions and actions. HMIC 
therefore suggests that the Service deveio{» a decision-making model in 
respect of secondary occupations that is sufficientiy robimt to address 
individual risk and organisational reputation and compatibility with the 
applicant’s role and responsibilities.

What potential is there for other conflicts of interest?
“A convict o f in te rest arises w henever &fe pnvate live s o f som eone in  a posiUon 
o f p u b iic  a u ^o rity  do n o t coincide w ith d te ir o fhcia i dudes.

No evidence has been found of forcte taking additionai employment or confiicte 
of Interest Into account wiren determining suitability for recruitment and 
progression. However, low levels of recruitment (at the time of the review) made 
it difficult to establish the rigfoity of raî mitinent and selection syst̂ ns, alteough 
on paper teose revievrod seemed cx>mpliant wffii Chartered Institute of 
PersfHinet and Development best fixactice. This also applied to internal 
progression, which vras similarly stifled by tee lack of new entrants.

® Dawds, C. (2008) C onffict o f In terest in  P o lickig . Institute of Criminology Press. Sydney, 
Australia. P.1
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Post-s&rvice e m p to ^ e n t
There was little evidence of “eoQBng off periods being required for senior staff 
leaving to taNe up posts with oommer̂ al or other bodies with related interests. 
In only one force has the authority attempted to restrict retiring chief officers 
from taking up immec t̂e employment with commercial organisations 
connected with the force. The offrcer requires the authority’s permission if such 
a request is made within to® years of retirement Until tested in court or at a 
tribunal, it is not known to what extent such a requirement Is enforceable.

"C onflict o f in te rest s ta tio n s  ... in  the procurem ent process m ay bo  ra fa tad  to : 
a) toe  alieged rece ip t o f p rr/a te  benehts; b ) an in ^ ro p e r relahonship w ith a 
tenderer, and, c) a p o s t em p loym ent r^ a d o n ^ ip  w ito  p riva te  prow ders. The 
pot& iS a l fa r such confltots to  m anffest ftemse/ves is  m agnified in  an 
envaonm ent whera toere is  g re a te r use o f outsourcing, p riva te  provision, and  
o toer ‘econom ically ra tiona l’ processas.”̂  {em phasis added]

Increasingly, forces are outsourdng much of their back-office activity as well as 
procuring goods and services annually worth hundreds of millions of pounds. 
HMIC has seen instances where police officers and staff who have led on 
negotiations with suppitors have, upon successful condusicm of contracts, left 
the Service and b^n immediately employed by that contrador, in one case as 
contract manager for the company's relationship with the force. HMIC has seen 
no controls for the management of outsourcers and suppliers taking a 
commercial advantage from existing and recently departed poltoe officers and 
staff, or even on commendng that relatbnsh^ prior to leaving.

The piwate ^ctor is undetstendably very protective of its intellectual property 
rights, duty of fidelity from staff and avoidance of conflict of interest. It is 
retativeiy common for restraint of trade clauses to be written into tender 
documents and thereafter into contracts. An example of such a clause would be 
where a company wishing to tender with a force would, as part of the contract, 
agree to not employing directly or indirectly anyone who has served in any 
capacity with the force for the duration of the contract once it is signed. HMIC 
has seen nothing analogous being insisted upon by police forces or authorities 
and there would oeitainfy be merit in doing so. This would avoid the perception 
of confiiding priorities as a result of post-service 'revolving doors’. Confracts 
that seek to impose restraint of trade clauses would only be enforceable if 
deemed by the courto to be reasonable. HMIC suggests that aiity force or 
authority considering such restraint clauses should obtain specialist legal 
advice first as the cor^equences (compersatilon, injunctive relief, public 
perc^tion and so on) can be severe for getting this wrong.

As tar as s^ndary employment and conflicts of interest are concerned, HMIC 
has identif®d isolated Incidents of risk and vulnerability, but does not contend 
that corruption and lack of integrity is either s^temic or endemic. The risk is 
caused by poor processes and systems, driven by a lack of understanding. The 
boundaries of acoeptabffrty are rague; rather than ensuring unfformity, the 
regulatory framework is too subjective leading to some startling examples of

® l̂bid.p.7
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inconsistency. Particularly concerning are the numerous instances where 
outside business ir^reste hBve been approved that contradict the Kmited 
examples given in the ACPO guidance. Whilst it does not appear to HMtC that 
there was any pernicious intent behind these occurrences, forc^ should 
urgently consider how to bring order to a muddled and inconsistent landscape. 
We established that four forces felt abte to approve applications for staff to work 
as ta» driverŝ  white three r̂ ected such applications. Similarly, six forces felt 
able to approve applications for staff to undertake bar work, while 10 forces 
refused such applications.

Clearer exenr̂ lary leadership is needed by police authorities (and their 
successors, the PCCs> and rdtief officer teams. There is no substitute for 
intrusive management by immolate supervteors and those more senior. At the 
very least there should be more e^^ence of in ters by the force executive in 
this area. A nrore unifted dedsion making model will lead to consistent 
appifoation of the rules, although tiiis wiii never capture those that malidousfy 
decide to compl̂ iy opt out of the system. The cxiirent economic climate has 
correctiy been recognised by two-thirds of foixes as presenting an increasing 
risk; but despite this, only five have implemented formal risk ass^smente and 
plans to tackle tills strand of integrity head on.
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7: Professional standards and proactivity

The HMIC report on Polk» Integrity in 1999“  considerecJ the issue of proactivity 
from a wider perspective than merely being anticipatory and taking charge of 
situations. Forces and authorities have invested in and created ACUs. Based on 
force-supplied data, thfe cunentiy equates to some 460 police officers and staff 
in England and Wales, including flie BTP. Governance and oversight is 
provided through the ACPO Counter Corruption Advisory Group (ACCAG). 
There is no national standard that identifies what ACUs and practices should 
look like; however, an advisory manual®® was produced by ACCAG in 2006 
providing forces wBh essentially tactical advfce and guidance. This was not an 
adopted NPIA document and has been undervalued; it is currently being 
redrafted as ‘practice advice’. HMIC suggests that the ACCAG practice 
adMce* Is published on the teuffiorised professional practice site’ as soon 
as possible.

Available date indicates ttiat over a four-year period at least 5,906 
Investigations are reactive, with inforrmtion disclosure (excluding social media 
and intranet) consistently representing over 80% of those investigations. Since 
ACUs were adopted national̂  there has been a significant increase in overaJI 
workload from PSD and ACUs resulting in a 99% Increase in investigations from 
914 (2006/07) to 1,817 (2010/11).

ACCAG has ccxnmissloned a corruption training programme, which NPiA have 
recently agreed to administer, at chief officer, SIO and practitioner level. 
Training has been provided to ACPO corruption leads in the form of a two day 
Interactive exercise. SOCA delivered six Anti Corruption SiO courses over the 
past tiiree years and a practitioner’s course for investigators within ACUs is 
scheduled for 2012. /\s not all ACPO officers currently receive training, HMIC 
suggests that this is included within the Strategic Command Course.

Whilst each force has invested in resources to respond to corruption and 
integrity issues, the size of each ACU tends to be commensurate with the 
overall estabiishment, ranging from 2.5 staff to 29 (excluding MPS). There is 
also a significant disparity In the level of direct supervfelon ranging from 
sergeant to superintendent, with the greats capadty and capabilHy seen in the 
larger metropoiiten forces. HMJC suggests that the comiplton lead for each 
force should be a senior detective who. has the skills and experience to 
lead/supervise investigations and is in a position to inform and influence 
force l^ e l decision maidng.

Few of the ACUs have the capability to carry out covert operations without 
support from other forces, regional units or the SOCA. HMIC suggests that 
consideration be given to subsuming the valuable role currently 
undertaken by SOCA into the National Crime Agency (NCA). Such

PoBce Integrity 'Securing and mabitaining public confidence’ June 1999 

®* Guidance for the Investigation of Corruption within the Police Serw'ce -  October 2008
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arrangements are in the main informal and are generally not supported by 
service level agreements although several smaller forces are utilising 
collaborative arrangements. HMIC suggests that all forces should re
evaluate their proacdve and covert ca|Kit>iIHy and where appropriate 
consider the use of formal collaborative arrangeinenls.

Although all forces have an and corruption rontrol sfrategy, there is no evidence 
that gifts and hospitality, assodations, business interests and procurement are 
considered together as a risk. All forces have a method of anonymously and 
confidentially reporting integrity issues (whistle blowing), either by telephone or 
e-mail or both. Feedback from focus groups indicated a lack of knowledge or a 
level of scepticism and distrust with the anonymity of the systems. Five police 
authorities reported having their own c»nfidenfial reporting s^tem.

An input to training courses on integrity by PSD/ACU is provided by 11 forces. 
Others have identified risks in relation to spedfic staff concerning debt and the 
vulnerability for corruption and take preventative steps i.e. welfare, support etc. 
All forces carry out random or intelligerK^ led drug and alcohol testing. There is 
evidence of reactive and speculative searches on telecommunications systems 
within corrupfion Investigations that indude links to Organised Crime Groups. 
Some forces h^e enhanced their general auditing capability by investing in 
sofrware which provides comprehensive data induding key strokes, 
screenshots and emails from all iT systems enabling routine and targeted 
auditing although there is a significant cost to this investrrient HMIC suggests 
that forces consid^ the use of specialist IT software to enhance their 
audit and analytical capabilities. Organisational learning is shared through 
newsletters, PSD web pages and banner messages on force intranet systems. 
There is also evWence that forces are not always making full use of covert 
assets and techniques.

The current economic dimate has Impacted upon resource levels and three 
forces have assimilated their ACUs within the PSD. Whilst it is understandable 
that an anti-corruption capability rrray be situated within tiie PSD portfolio, the 
two elemente should (wherever possible) remain distinct and separate in order 
to protect the integrity of intell^nce producte, sources, and investigations. 
Failure to do this may lead to overt complaints/investigations being prioritised to 
the detriment of counter-corruption activity.

HMIC’s research has identified tiiat both American and Australian internal 
affairs departments namely NYPD®°, lAPD and NSW Police, use targeted 
(intelligence led) and random Integrity tests as part of their ongoing antl- 
corruption strategies. However, targeted testing has been strongly favoured in 
practice over random toting. There were examples of forces achieving 
significant results from intelligence-led integrity testing. At the time of this review 
we found no evidence of random integrity testing being used by forces in 
England and Wales.

°° wwwnvtimes.cofn/2Q10/03/28/nvreoioiV28iab.htm!?pagewarited 
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VŜ ilst areas for improvement have been identtfied, benchmarking across public 
and private sectors has h*^%hted that the Police Service in England and 
Wales currently appears better positioned to prevent and d^ect corruption.

Hlinc (2011)Arevf«wof|x>llc8i9lationsM|»
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8: Governance and oversight

Good governance and oversight is good business not only in helpir̂  to ensure 
that an organisation is better able to deliver its objecBves, but also in increasing 
trust and confidence in the organisation, both intemalfy and extemaliy.

As the institute of Leadership & Management and Managem^t Today note:

"W e should a ll be m ore ethmal, nof/wsf because it  is  the righ t thing to do, bu t 
because im proving an organisaffon's effiicaJ approach afso pays o ff wi&i Ore 
added bonus o f a trust dividend. That trust dividend feeds in to em ployee 
engagem ent and workforce commitment, and thus im proves organisaOonai 
performance. That is  a finding that no good manager or teader can afford to  
ignore. >61

Good governance is more than systems and processes. It also requires those in 
charge of the organisation and who represent it to be consistent in 
demonstrating appropriate behaviours, and promoting its values in pursuit of its 
objectives. While academic and other commentators will have their own lists of 
key principles, there seems to be a general consensus that those principles or 
values include as a minimum, honesty and integrity, transparency and 
openness, responsibility and accountability and the effective management of 
risk. To those we can add in the public sector context generally and policing 
specificaliy, obtaining best value for public money.

During the review process we benchmarked ‘governance and oversight 
arrangements’ against other organisations and can say that while forces have 
different governance mtxiels, the Police Service is neither particulariy better nor 
worse than other organisabons in how it embeds and uses governance to 
deliver its objec^es.

Police force
Clear leadership from chief officers and their senior teams is essential to ensure 
good business. Good governance needs to be given life through actions, 
including the way internal systems and processes are operated, such as 
through PDR, selection, induction and other processes. Such leadership 
behaviours will help address concern expressed by junior staff about what they 
see as double standards In the behaviours of more senior staff and about how 
those behaviours can taint perceptions of the Service as a whole. We consider 
that chief officer teams should review their governance and oversight 
arrangements to ensure that those arrangements are fuffiiiing their 
function in helping promote the values of their force In the delivery of the 
its objectives, and that they are, through their actions and behaviours,

Instftute of Leaderebp & Management and Management Today -  Index of Leadership Tnist 
2011
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promotina the values of the organisati<»i and making sure good 
governance is seen as a core part of everyday busings.

Police authority
The current system of holding the 43 forces of England and Wales accountable 
was esteiWished under the 1964 Pol'ice Act The tripartite system distributes 
responsibilibes between the Home Office, the local police authority, and the 
chief constable of the force. These arrangements are fundamentally changed by 
the provisions of the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act 2011 which 
will replace police authorities with PCCs.

The overarching duties of foe police authority are to secure an efficient and 
effective Police Serwce and to hold foe chief officer to account for the exercise 
of their functions.

A key finding emerging from foe fieldwork during the integrity review relates to 
the crucial importance of dear, consistent communication throughout police 
forces and authorities, the ab^nce of which can lead to uncerteinty about the 
boundaries of appropriate and acceptable behaviours.

We found significant disparity in foe quality, content, accessibility and levels of 
understandir̂  of policies which form part of forces’ governance arrangements. 
Long, complex guidance which may not have been reviewed for some time can 
be more of a hindrance than a help in ensuring that necessary procedures and 
processes are followed. The use of policy management offi(»rs and corporate 
policy registers provide assurance around foe continued utility of current force 
policies.

Our evidence suggests that junior staff are more likely to adopt a risk averse 
approach to integrity, erring on foe side of caution where they are not aware of 
or do not belfeve foey fully understand foe force policy in a particular area. For 
example, evkience from focus groups suggests they would refuse gifts from 
grateful members of the public but were unaware of force policies that would 
sometimes allow them to accept such gifts.

There was some evidence of forces effectively communicating simple and 
important organisational culture and ethos mess^es, forcefully and 
consistently ranforcang the Importance of integrity, ethical b^viour and high 
standards.

Case S tudy

Recognfeing the need for dear and concise policies, a force has reviewed their 
various polides across the piece, and is replacing them wlfo simple expectation 
statements supported by brief guidance documente. This reduces bureaucracy 
and provides produds which are effedive, easter to digest and therefore more 
likely to be accused.

Hm c A iw lsw  of p<dle« rolaSonships 58
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In addition to existing checks and controls, extemal auditors provide a level of 
independence, trust and confidence, and ^ere are ateo opportunities for peer 
SCTutiny through reciprocal cotiaboratlve arrangemaits. Every force and 
authority made reference to the use of extemal auditors (although due to the 
tight timescales of tiie review, tills area was not investigated in any depth).

Managing the risl«
A preventative, informed approach to corruption is essential to identity and 
manage rfelra, threats and vulnerabinties, Including the use of contingency plans 
around the five key areas of integrity.

There are benefits to be had in the use of departmenfel, business group and 
confidential risk regfeters to complement the main risk register. The 
appointment of risk managers ensures assessment of organisational risks and 
contar̂  with the chief officer group and toe police authority.

Forward planning including environmental scanning, knowledge of the SOCA 
Strategic Assessment, awareness and detailed planning and scrutiny, action 
plans and gold groups can help promote and instil a preventative approach. 
However, not all forces adopt sucto a proactive approach. More can be done to 
review poltoies around the provision of information which will ^ is t governance 
or seff-protecOcm, i.e. infotmatfon about the pitfalls and safeguards around 
social medfe, early intervention policies which provide a holistic approadh to 
dIscipBne and welfare and proactive corruption control strategies. One 
particular area of concern is the governance arrangements around the use of 
corporate credit cards, which is piecemeal and creates vuinerability.

Police authorities do not always have the information they need to scrutinise 
and challenge in any great detail. There are lessons here if PCCs are to fulfil 
effectively the role that Parliament intends for them. Where there was scrutiny 
this seemed to be more focused on process rather than the experience of the 
public. We did find in one area that the force and authorfty had a shared anti 
corruption policy -  but this seems to be an exception rather toan the rule across 
other forces and their police authorities.

Systems and process(^
A consistent finding across forces and authorities was that fenction foliowing 
form with meeting stiuetures having ossified with ins^proprlate attendance, and 
infle)dbte, unchanging agendas that have failed to adapt in order to ensure more 
effective service delivery, scrutiny, audit and accountabitity.

Opportunities are being missed to make b ^t use of all the releArant information 
toat forces hold to reduce tiie risk of inappr^riate behaviour. For example, we 
found sporadic evidence of regular meetings between departmental heads 
indudlng those of PSD and Human Resources to take a more joined up 
approach to disdpllne and welfere issues. Other departmental heads, i.e. 
information Security (suitably vetted), should be seen as partners rather toan 
simply information providers to PSD to enable better understendir̂  of 
mfeconduct and corruption issues, being therefore better placed to play a role in 
addressing inappropriate behaviours and promoting Integrity.
HmC (2011) A review of fx^ice retaftonshlpc S9
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We found evidence that forces couW do more to help themselves deal with 
Integrity issu^, for e)«mpte. by ensuring effective links between information 
security functions, ACUs and PSDs and by cross-checking registers (business 
interests, hospBaî , contracts, etc.) to derive the full benefit from friese 
registers in ktentliying sfoff at risk. Such cross checking could give forces a 
more informed picture of possible threats and vulnerabilities a ilin g  
preventative work to be better targeted and adding to informafron which diiecte 
antt-corruptlon work.

Integrity is likely to be stronger where there is coordination between 
organisational fesues, policy development, training and cultural e h a i^  
virhich should bring grcsater organfeabonal coherence reducing 
opportunities for Inappropriate behaviours to develop. Processes (i.e. 
recruitment, procurement, etc.) must be constructed with integrity Issues in 
mind, for example, by ensuring that in recruitment exercises checks and 
controls exist to prevent any one person being in a position to influence unduly 
the whole selection process through to appointment.

Looking ahead -  Police and Crime Commissioners 
PCCs are due to take up their elected positions in November 2012. As in any 
change process this transition this Will bring its own risks. For example, In the 
new policing landscape It will be important that the role of elected IoctI 
policing bodies In r^pect of force integrity including complaints, 
misconduct and antl-comiption Is articulated to ensure that there Is 
effective challenge to chief officers.

Overall governance of the Police Service
There is evidence under the current arrangements of a culture of openne^, 
trust and confidence with strong relationships being built between police 
authority members and their forces in the service of their communities. 
However, that closeness is not alwa^ conducive to effective diallenge as part 
of statutory oveisighi With exceptions, we found little good practice to highlight 
in respert of the overall governance by the police authorities of the forces they 
are required to hold to account

An example of good practice is shown In the case study below.

Case study
A provincial polity authority commissioned a report from the Chief Constable 
foltowing the phone hacking ‘scaedar, which resulted in the formation of a Gold 
qfoup and referral to the full police authority meeting. The authoriiy also directed 
a review of policies and procedures following (unfounded) suspicions of the 
selling of information to insurance companies.

HMIC (2011) Arwtawf of poIlCftrelaUondilps SO
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Police ai^ority intermd governance and î oacdvity 
We found that w^knesses in the oversight of their forces by police authorilies 
v^te replicated in pofice authorities’ own governance and oversight 
arrangements. There was litfe evidence of proachve and retrospec^e checking 
of their own various regteters hospitality and gifts, conflicts of interest and 
expenses) and very little robust and challenging scrutiny of chief officer 
roisters.

M IIC  (a n i)  A revim  of poKcs mlaSonoMps $1
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9: Going forward and recommendations

The catalyst to this review was the public exposure of a number of high profile 
enquiries into the appropriateness of relationships between senior police 
officers, the media and other parties. Despite this however, ft was evkJent that 
few forces or authorities had acknowledged the correlating issues and made 
any attempt to health chedfe their own organisation. Addilionally, few for^s or 
authorities had found it necessary to conduct pre-inspection tests on their own 
‘integrity’ systems and processes prior to the review being conducted.

The absence of this activity indicates that very few force and authority leaders 
had these relationship issues on their own ‘radar’. Many chief officers and 
authority leaders were completely unsighted on the risks, wife littie 
understanding of ttieir own organisation’s position. HMIC’s view Is that i^PO  
and the APA urgently need to develop that radar, to ensure feat these 
reputafional risks are identified at an early stage and dealt wHh effectively, both 
on an Individual force basis and as a Serwce.

This was not a leadership review. We set about to examine Ihe systems, 
processes and level of control that forces and authorftfes have in relation to 
managing relatibnship boundaries. However, It was very evident that leadership 
has a significant part to play in setting the culture and tone of an organisaton, 
levels of acceptability and ultimateiy the conduct of its staff. In forces where 
chief officers and senior managers owned and routinely reinforced the values 
and standards expected from their staff, those staff had far greater clarity of 
those expectations.

However, whilst policies and procedures were not always In place, focus groups 
of junior staff could provide evidence of their strong moral compass. These staff 
knew the boundaries for relationships and issues sudi as acrreptable 
hospitality, which appeared less evident amongst some senior managers, 
particularty chief officers.

The significant variatfon between forces and authorfties in relafion to defining 
and applying standards was both stark and concerning. This inconstetency 
made rittle sense to us, nor do we believe it would to the general public. The 
Police Service needs to undertake work urgently to identity the standards and 
values expected of ife entire workforce; providing clarity on where the 
boundaries He for the subject matter virithin this review. In particular, we can see 
that there would be significant benefit in defining Serviofrwide standards for the
following:

• what Is acceptable and unacceptable regarding relationships with the 
media and others, including contrarrtors and suppliers

•  where the line is to be drawn for hospitality and gratuities
• the roles ttiat are compatible and Incompatibie for officers and staff in 

relation to addltior>ai employment

HM1C (2D11) Af«vl«w oi pofice ralaliMnthtpe 62
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• agree the prtndple of, and define, ‘cooling off periods (the 

Implementaiion of which would depend on darrfylng fiiat the law would 
allow the imposition of aroflng off periods).

HMIC understands that setairing agreement across the forces and authorities of 
England and Wales to such Senric^wlde standaids may take some time and 
offers the attached 'Integrity cheddlsf (Appendix B) that they may find useful in 
the interim period. This simple dhecklist, compiled by the Revfew Team, 
corrtains key questions teat forces and authorities can use to carry out a health- 
chedi of their organisation.

The development of Integrity training programmes within forces Is sugge^ed 
vrithin the report. However, in order to quickly embed a new way of o|»rating, 
HMIC sees the immediate training of the Service’s future leaders as critical. It is 
imperative that future leaders of the service are able to folly understand the 
areas of vulnerability and Influence the control and direction of forces in the 
future. To tiiat end, HMIC wouki encourage the inclusion of an Integrity/antl- 
comiption element within the Strategic Command Course, beginning with the 
January 2012 course. HMIC will be happy to provide support to assist in the 
development of tills programme.

Governance and oversight arrangements of the issu^ raised within the review 
vrere. by and large, insuffident and ineffective at both a force and authority 
level.' As witti any significant change, the transition to Police and Crime 
Commissioners (PCCs) will bring with it ite own risks. There Is a very real threat 
that these issues, potentially not top of the agenda, may slip ttirough the gap 
between the ou^oing authority and Incoming PCC. HMIC would suggest a 
reassessment of forces and autfiorities to report on how they, and the Service 
as a whole, have responded to the reconrMnendations outlined in this report. 
This should be conducted by October 2012 to allow feedback directly to the 
incoming PCCs and Police and Crime Panels (PCPs).

The Service has a number qf lessons to team from this revfew and recent 
stakeholder consultation suggests teat forces and authorities accept ttiere is 
more to do and are keen to respond, "niey are, however, not alone in having 
more to do. A significant benchmaridng exercise was underteken during this 
review of public and private sector organisations, both nationally and 
internationally. The bencfimarldng work carried as part of this r^ort suggests 
that few organisations are in better shape than the Police Service in England 
and V\teles. In fact many have much fewer controls, recording or checking 
mechanisms. Without prejudice to the outcome of other inquiries and reviews 
resulting from the phone hacking affair, HMIC believes that toe more 
transparency there is in toe relationships between toe poHce and the media and 
others toe more likely the public is to trust toe police in those dealings and more 
generally.

Recommendations
Whilst each element of this revfew h^hl̂ hte issues that forces and authorities 
should oonskler, the heart of toe matter is the importance of integrity, both 
personal and organisational, that is evident and transparent in toe way

HIIK: (2M1} A  rewtew of pane® wla«or»btp«
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individuals behave and how forces and authorities go about their business, 
/^ in s t tiiat bad^tound, we make the following principal recommendations:

•  Forces and authcnrities institute robu^ systems to ensure rislcs 
arising from rdationships, information disclosure, gratuiti^, 
hospitelHy, ctmiracting and secondary emî oyment are identified, 
monitored and mamiged. They should ideally do so on the basis of 
national standards and expe< f̂k>ns -  there are no demographic 
variables when it comes to integrify and there should not be locai 
difforenoes in standards. This area of work on national stendards should 
be encouraged by the Home Office and promoted by leaders in the 
Service locally.

• There should be clear boundaries and tiiresholds in relation to 
these matters. Such limits should be consistent and Service wide. 
This in effect means identifying a dear message for staff on these issues 
as to what is accoptabfe, what is unacceptable and what areas of 
vulnerability to avoid. ACK) should lead this work in partnership witii 
other staff assodatbns and those involved in police governance.

• Training courses should include apprc ;̂}riate input in relation to 
integrity and anti>comiption. In particular, given the importance of 
leadership (which runs through this review), the Strategic 
CcMtnmand Course in January 2012 should encompass these issues. 
Chief Constables should i^ew  how much effort Is being but into briefing 
their staff on the standards as to what is acceptable, unac^ptable and 
on the areas of potential vuinerablfity.

• An assessmervt relating to these matters should be conducted by 
HMIC by October 2012 to inform incoming Police and Crime 
Commissioners and Police and Crime Panels.

HMIC (2011) A review of policamlatloiHtMps 64
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Appendix A: Terms of reference

1. Background
On 18** July 2011 the Home Secrefeiry made an oral statement to Parliament 
about the Metropolitan Police Service when she stated that "current a/fegaffons 
about phone h w k in g  are n o t unfbr&inately, the c^ ly  recent exam ple o f a lieg ed  
c o rw p ^ n  in  the P o lim  Service.'’

On 20 July 2011 HMIC was formally commissfoned by the Home Secretary to 
consider instances of undue influence, ina^roprlate contractual arrangements 
arKi other abuses of power in police retaflonsh^ wifli the media and other 
parties and to make recommendations about what needs to be done.

2. Scope
The review will examine existing systems and processes. Work will be 
undertaken to attempt to idenWy the scale of the problem and, where 
necessary, the need for further work.

In particular HMIC vwH e)®mlne the relallonship between the Police Service, the 
media and other parfles. it will focus on the spe<±om of challenges and 
beha\dours involved In ail matters of police Integrity. It will seek to clarify the 
approach in the policing sector across the range of challenges it faces.

The scope of this review includes all Home Office Forces and in addition British 
Transport Police. The Home Secretary’s approval will be sought in order to 
Include the National Police Improvement Agency within the scope of the review.

The scope of this review does not include all otiier non Home Office Forces, 
PSNI, SOCA, crown dependencies and UK overseas territories, the existing 
police complaints procedure, or the overall strategy and policy in relation to data 
security unless it becomes appropriate or necessary in pursuit of the overall 
inspection objectives.

The scope ateo does not Include the invest̂ ation of any criminal or disciplinary 
matter that may be revealed during the c»urse of the revi^  which will be 
passed to the retavant auttioiities.

3. Aim and objectives
To <x>nsider instances of undue influence, inappropriate contractual 
anangements and other abuses of pcwer in police relationships with the media 
and other parties, and to make rroommendattons accordingly.

The following work streams are under consideration: -

HNnc (SMI) A iwf«w of pollc» reltfiomhips ee
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Appendix A: Terms of reference

1. Background
On 18’*’ July 2011 the Home Secretary made an oral stateiront to Parlrament 
about the Metropolitan Police Service when she stated that ‘curren t allegations  
about phone backing are  not, unfortunately, the only recent exam ple o f a lleg ed  
com ipUon in the Police S ervkx."

On 20 July 2011 HMIC was formally commissioned by the Home Secretary to 
consider instances of undue influents, inappropriate contractual arrangemente 
and other abuses of power In police relationships vnth the media and other 
parties and to mate recommendadons about what needs to be done.

2. Scope
The review will examine existing systems and processes. Work will be 
undertaken to attempt to identify the scale of the problem and, where 
necessary, the need for further work.

In particular HMIC will esramine the relationship between the Police Service, the 
media and other parties. It will focus on the spectrum of challenges and 
behaviours involved in all matters of police integrity, it will seek to clarify the 
approach in the policing sector across the range of challenges it fac^.

The scope of this review includes all Home Office Forces and In addition British 
Transport Police. The Home Secretary's approval will be sought in order to 
include ttie National Police Improvement Agency within the scope of the review.

The scope of this review does not include all other non Home Office Forces, 
PSNI, SOCA, crown dependencies and UK overseas territories, the existing 
police complaints procedure, or the overall strategy and policy in relat’on to data 
security unless it becomes apprqjnate or necessary (n pursuit of the overall 
inspection objectives.

The scope also does not include the investigalion of any criminal or disciplinary 
matter that may be revealed during the course of the review which will be 
passed to the relevant authorWes.

3. /dm and objectives
To amsider instances of undue influence, inappropriate contractual 
arrangemente and other abuses of power in police relationships with the media 
and ottier parties, and to make recommendatfons accordingly.

The follovwng work streams are under consideration: -

HIMC (2011) A pevtew of pirilce relatfonShIps «6
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c. Relationships and gtfls
d. Size and scale

AtUftSonal convict o f/n fe r^  ancf ̂ cooling o ff  perio d
Additional ennployment and odrar conflicts of interest such as: -

a. Conflicts of interests
b. Recruitment and progression
c. Nature and type of the employment
d. Timing of post service employment
e. Membership of other organteations

ProacSve ajf^iroaches
Proactive capability of the Police in the invesflgation and prevention of 
corruption and appropriate enforcement in reiation to integrity issues.

a. Understanding toe level of risk and vulnerability of the organisation.
b. Undertaking preventative activity e.g. 'Whistî lowef' schemes.
c. Capability and capacity of Anti Corruption Units and Protessionai 
Standards D^artments.

P&rcepStm s o fin ie g rity
Perce^ns of toe public, toe police and others regarding behaviour toat reflects 
integrity and toat which does not This will involve the surveying of: -

a. Public
b. Officers
c. Management
d. Police autoorities

Within each vrork stream toe review will examine the processes, policy and law 
toat relates to to^e areas of business. It will look for data and evidence of 
Intervention and assessments in these areas. The levels and appropriateness of 
control mechanisms in exfetence vwthin each force and autiiority will also be 
assessed.

Governance will also be considered as an overarching theme. The review will 
benchmark against comparators including the chril service, private sector, 
industry and International bodies.

4. Methodology
The objectives will be achteved via the following:

• The examination of existing datebases and processes to ascertein what 
is ‘known’ of toe scale of toe ^ues.

• Requisition, examination and ass^ssrr̂ nt of key documents, across the 
43 Forces, BTP and NPIA including (but ntrt exclusively) poltey, 
guidance, certificates of assurance, corruption vulnerable assessmente, 
hospitality registers and procurement registers/{x>ntract documentation 
guidance.

• Intervievî  with key stakeholders and senior police officers/steto

HNRC (2011) A review of poitee rolaSonshlps 07
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• 'In forc»’ reality testing programme to examine and validate 

documentation, procedure and any spedFic incidents of concern by way 
of case studies.

• Liaison with an ACPO, APA and Home Office reference group to ensure 
effective liafeon with the service during the conduct of the review.

• The use of an external reference group with key opinion formers and 
professional/specialist leaders.

• Liaison with niedia experts r^arding media ethics and the use of police’ 
sources.

• Liaison with poik» and police staff associations.
• Public perception sunreys and surveys of poliq^police staff regarding 

views on poii^ int^rity and inappropriate behaviour.
• Bendimarklng against private, public sedor and international ‘best 

practice’
• An academic rev!^ of national and international literature concerning 

matters of integrity.

This revfew will take cognisance of all other investigations, proceedings and 
reviem that are taking place in relation to these issues.

6. Timeframe
• Agree and publish Terms of Reference—w/c 1 August 2011
• Researdi and data gathering -  w/c 1 August 2011
• Reality testing/fieldwork -  w/c 15 August 2011
•  Interim Report -  w/c 26 Septenrtoer 2011
• Firral Report with recommendations delivered to the Home Secretery- 

w/c 31 October 2011

6. Product
A final report with recommendations will be prepared for the Home Secretary. It 
is not the intention, at tiiis stege, of this review to publish a public facing 
document, nor to provide feedback to individuai forces.

In her letter to all chief constables dated 22'̂  July 2011, the Home Secretary 
stated toat “N e i^ e r the IPCC n o r HM iC  w ork th a t I have com m issioned, n o r 
indeed E lizabeth RBdn's, is  intended to pre-em pt the  outcom e o f Lord Justice  
Leveson’s inquiry. B u t it  is  im portent fhaf we ensure th a t any lessons th a t can 
be applied now  are idenM ed sooner ra th e r than la te r.”

This review will be focussed on identitying any lessons lhat can be teamed. It is 
inevitable, given tite timescales, that this rwfew will identify the key headline 
areas as well as those that wili require further future review.

HMC (2011} A review of poHceralaflonshfps ««
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Appendix B: Seif-assessment integrity 
questionnaire for police forces and authorities

This self-assessment quesfionnaire is Intended to provide a facility for police 
forces and authorities to effieclivety understend and improve their effectiveness 
in relation to integrity.

HWIC (2011) A review of polios mia&on̂ ps
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Self-Check integrity Questions fo r Forces and Authorities

. , • d

1.1
■

iWhat governance and oversight arrangements exist to ensure effective 
manaoement of police emolovees' relationships with the media and others?

1.2

1.3

’^ 'te re d e O T s e r^^  and accountability In respect of the release 
of information to the media? , ..
What media policies /guidance exist and how are they communicated to 
staff? ...................... ......................... ...............

1.4 Are staff sufficiently knowledgeable of what the acreptable boundaries are 
iTBciardinq media relationships? .......

1.5 Have assessmente been rnade of rfeks, threats and vulnerabilities in 
relation to police leaks to the media and othere? , ,

1.6 What pro^sses exist to monitor local and national press w ifi a view to 
triaaerina proactive invesfigatiorts into leaks? ,, ....

1 7 How do vou address and manage media leaks? ...
1.8 Do vou deliver media training a t the appropriate level?
1.9 Does vour media training include integrity and relationship m anagem enf/

1.10 How are engagements between staff and media representatives captured 
for transparency? ___________ _— ----------------------- —— —

1.11 How do you ensure formal and informal meetings and bnefings with the 
m edia are appropriately recorded? .................. .................. — — ,— -r -

• ‘ '-'-4
2.1 What goTCrnanre and oversight arrangements exist to ensure effective 

manaoement of Information disclosure? .. .
2.2 Does the organisation have strong leadership, accessible policies ana 

robust assurance mechanisms to govern social media? .
2.3 W hat mechanisms exist In relation to preventing misuse, risk assessing, 

monitorina and managing professional and pereonal use of social media?
2.4 Does tiie  organisation have appropriate capacity and capabitity to 

effectively monitor and audit all ite information systems, and practice an 
evidenced risk-based approach? .......... ........................ ............................— _

2.5 Does the organisation have a strong culture of disclosing assodations_with. 
those connected with crime, members of the media and private 
Investigators? ________________———— —— -r-—-̂------

2.6 W ia t control strategies exist in respect of individuals identitied as 
vulnerable to Inappropriate associations and corruption?

2-7 " Does the organisation have mechanisms in place to_ Wentily tee r i^ s  ot 
Inappropriate disclosures as part of investigations into 
aratutties/hosoitalitv/secondarv employment and procurement?

3.1 What governance and oversight airaiigements exist to eiteure eiifecwe 
manaoement of q«s and hospitality by tee forra a n d ,,io !te ^M iM M ----------

3.2 VWiich department or function In force owns gratuities ana nospirainy 
policy? ..— -----------—------------ r ----------------

3.3 Does the gratuities and hospllallty policy dearly articulate the process, 
framework and boundaries- for decision making particularly jn  respect of 
monetary value, donor, organisation, loyalty cards, group.discounts, free

HMIC (2011) A  rw l8W  o f p o lice  relaBonshlps
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transport, appropriateness of accepting gifts and sponsorship? How is fiis  
communicated? .... _ .....................

3.4 Are tfie links made within ttie policy to other Integrily areas, Le. 
orocurement, estates, sponsorship, media, business interests?

3.5 Is there any triangulation of gifts and hospitality with other integrily areas, 
i.e. via IT systems or weekly meetings?

3.6 What timescales exist for review of the policy considering the current 
economic climate, public perception and legislative changes?

3.7 What is the best format for the register to be maintained to allow acxurate 
recording and overeight? .

3.8 Is the prorem and recording of the rationale for acceptence or refusal 
TOmorehensive to allow a clear audit process and transparency?

3.9 Is ttie whole reqister published, i.e. not just chief officers?
3.10 VWiat differences exist (if any) in tfiresholds between the force and the 

police authority? ....
3.11 What are the key risks and threats associated with gifts and hospitality and 

how does tills  link to an audit programme?

4.1 What governanre and oversight arrangernents exist to ensure effective 
manaoeinent of procurement and contractual arrangements?

4.2 What are the delegate! auttiorijy levels for procurement and are they 
effectively aimraunicated and managed?

4 .3 What level of saytiny does the police auttiority exert over procurement and 
contractual relationship?

4 .4 W hat controls over procurement and credit cards exist within f ie  force?
4.5 How would any irregularities of procurement and credit cards be identified?
4.6 W hat systems and p reced es  exist to identify conflicts of interest within 

procurement processes?
4.7 W hat systems and processes are In place to effectively manage expenses?

5.1 W hat governance and oversight arrangements exist to ensure effective 
management of secondary employment, associations and conflicts of 
interest? ...

5.2 W hat policies and guidance exist in relation to secondary employment, 
associations and conflicte of Interest for police officers and police staff? 
How are ttiese communicated to staff?

5.3 Does the secondary employment application provide sufficient detail to 
enable chief officer decision making on suitability, risk, compliance (tax & 
leqai) and welfare?

5.4 How is policy romplfance and organisational risk monrlored?
5.5 What is done to ensure a consistent approach in respect of the 

authorisation of secondary employment applications?
5.6 Is there evidence of proactivity In relation to secondary employment 

(approved and refused applications}?
5.7 How often are secondary employments subject to (meaningfa!) review? 

Guidelines suggest a 12 month review or on any change to the business 
interest approved. ..............

5.8 What cross-referencing of the register lakes place, i.e. with attendance 
management, disciplinary or contracts or records?

H M K  h  m Am t o f poltc« 71
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5.9 Is the anti corruption strategy aligned with organisational and individual 
conflfcts of interest, e.g. OCG laigete, c»ntraclors, etc.

5.10 Has there been due consideration for supplier or outsourcers to sign a 
'restraint of trade clause' to prevent them employing (In any form) staff 
involved in the relevant procurement, due diligence or decision making 
process? , , .

5.11 Have pereons at risk of influence by contractors or suppliers been identified 
and mitigation actions implemented?

5.12 Has intellectuaJ property been identified within the procurement process 
(and associated agreements) and have organisational protections been 
a p p lie d ? _________________________________________ __

"6J”. Are the key elements of ttie SOCA and force strategic threat assessments 
effectively communicated to staff throughout the F o r^?
How widely promulgated and trusted are the reporting and support 
mechanisms for Vidiistle blowing’?

6.3 Does fee Force have adequate systems In place to capture, record and 
assess intelgence reMIng to integrity and c»rruption?

6.4 Is there sufficient covert auditing capability within the anti-corruption unit 
and is this supi»rted by ad^ua te  IT?

6.5 What auditing is undertaker! of employees’ expenses, mileage, overtime, 
phone and internet use?

6.6 Does the anti CTrru^ion unit haw  t ie  capability, capacity and ex|»rience to 
undertake reactive and proactive investfeations and operations?

6.7 ts there a requirement for collaborative or servte  level agreements to 
support investigations and operations?

6.8 What overs^ht/input do the professional standards department and anti
corruption unit have with regards to applications for additional employment, 
gifts and hospitality registers and procurement contracts?

6.9

7.1

What mechanisms are in place to proactively identity and address 
vulnerability at Individual and force level?

How do the chief officer group and police authority demonstrate leadership 
in promoting the force values and Integrity?

7.2 How is the e ih o s  of integrity and values rcflerted In policies, practices and 
communications?

7.3 What rrtechanisms exist to ensure that the police aufeorily and force jointly 
chaltenqe integrity Issues wfthin the force?

7.4 What is the role of fee Professional Standards Department In respect of the 
governance of integrity?

7.5 Does Integrity form part of your performance management framework?
7.5 How are policies relating to integrity reviewed to ensure feat they remain fit 

for purpose?
7.7 How are lessons learned and breaches of unacceptable behaviour 

communicated in your force?
7.8 What audit and Inspectfon processes exist in relation to integrity, and what 

level of Independence extste within this regime?
7.9 How do you ensure that integrity runs through your oiganisSion? Is this 

reflected in recruitmeot, training and selection processes?
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7.10 What mechanisms exist In the management of risk? Do you use bespoke 

risk reotsters and dedicated risk managers?
7.11 Does your meeting and committee structure support effective serwce 

detiverv. scrutiny, audit and accountability?
7.12 Is there coordination between organisational issues, policy development, 

training and cultural change vriiich will reduce opportunity for corruption?
7.13 What arrangements are in place to ensure an effective transition to the 

Introduction of Police and Crime Commissioners?
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